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CHAPTER FIVE

DOMESTI. C APPLICATJ ONS OF
COMMUNICATION SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCT3ON

The promise of comniuni cation satellites in an opera-

tional setting has already been demonstrated by INTELSAT,

the international telecommunications satellite consortium

representing 63 nations, in which Comsat participates on

behalf of the UnLted States. INTELSAT has successfully

established satellites over the Atlantic and Pacific.

These satellites provide long-haul, point-to-point trans-

mission routes for various services, including telephony,

telegraphy, data and television.

Although we have not yet used satellites to provide

commercial services within the United States (except for

traffic between the continental United States and Hawaii)

much discussion has centered on the potential dometic ap-

plications of satellite technology. Concrete proposals to

use satellites in serving the vast U.S. domestic market

have been made in the course of a pending Federal Communica-

tions Commission inquiry. Four parties have advanced



detailed proposals for operational domestic satellite

systems. The American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. and

the Ford Foundation have proposed special purpose systems

for the distribution of television programs. Under the

Foundation's proposal, anticipated cost savings made pos-

sible by satellite technology would be used to subsidize

noncommercial television programming. AT&T and Corns :t,

on the other hand, have urged the FCC to authorize pro-

posals for general purpose satellite systems. During the

proceeding, Comsat and the Foundation each supplemented

their original proposal by suggesting pilot rather than

full-scale operational domestic systems. Many others have

made their views known to the FCC -- including common car-

rier, broadcast, computer, aviation, press, government and

educational interests. Wide disagreement on a broad range

of legal, technical, economic and other issues has emerged.

The President expressly requested the Task Farce to

examine how soon a domestic satellite system would be

economically feasible, whether it should be general purpose

or specialized, and whether there should be more than one

system.
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The Task Force has concluded that communication sat-

ellites hold sufficient p'omise for domestic applications

in thcYcoming years to warrant a prompt start in that

direction. A number of unresolved questions, however,

make it premature to establish full-scale domestic satel-

lite operations at this time or to predict when such a

full-scale system would be warranted. We recommend as the

most prudent course a modest operational pilot domestic

satellite program, with Comsat playing the leading role,

as a logical first step.

I. SATELLITES MAY PLAY:A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN MEETING
OUR DOMESTIC COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS

A. Technological Developments  Portend Potentialx
Attractive Domestic Anplications

In the early 1960's the promise of commercial communi-

cations satellites seemed to be limited primarily to inter-

continental use as an alternative to undersea cable and

high frequency radio and for interconnecting large numbers

of countries. The pace of technological change has, how-

ever, been much more rapid than most observers foresaw at

_Chat time. The successful launch of a satellite (SYNCOM II)

into synchronous goo-stationary orbit in 1963 marked the
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beginning of a new era. Subsequently, synchronous sauel-

lite technology has evolved rapidly, with corresponding

reduction in the cost per unit Of traffic handled. Con-

tinued technological advances such as multiple, narrow beam

antennas, more pouerful satellites, and improved multiple-

access capabilities are now on the horizon. The trends in

technology and cost indicate that communication satellites

can and probably will play a significant role in providing

a variety of domestic communication services, and in en-

hancing the capability of our existing networks to meet

constantly expanding needs.

In comparisons with terrestrial systems, it is im-

portant to bear in mind two inherent characteristics of

communication satellites which have no exact terrestrial

equivalent. The first is the ability of a satellite to

deliver the same wide band message (such as television)

to many distant locations simultaneously. By "broadcast-

ing" every message it receives over a wide geographic

area, the satellite provides multi-point distribution

services via a single relay point:. By contrast, a com-

plex lietwork of interconnected trunk routes is required

to provide this service terrestrially.
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The second unique characteristic of satellite sys-

tems is their ability to reallocate communications capa-

city flexibly and rapidly among a number of individual

routes -- in other words, to provide variable caj?acity

routes. By contrast, terrestrial facilities provide

fixed capacity routes. Thus, in order to accommodate the

variations in traffic loading which are inherent in any

multiple user communications service, a satellite system

need only reallocate its capacity appropriately among its

various routes; a terrestrial network, on the other hand,

must employ alternate

traffic among various

tensive switching and

routin.g. to reallocate its incoming

fixed capacity routes, through

interconnection facilities.

CX-

This latter feature of communications satellites has

not yet been operationally implemented and precise cost

comparisons are impossible to develop. When fully exploited,

it will permit a single satellite and its associated earth

terminals to provide the equivalent of a complete -- though

limited capacity -- terrestrial long-haul network, including

both transmission and switching functions. Such a system

might well prove economically and operationally attractive

for establishing a variety of specialized communications



"networks,TI such as multiple-access, variable information

rate data exchange service, computer-aided educational

servic,(!s, and occasional, specialized video "networks."

In addition to television distribution) uses of cm-

munication satellites in the foreseeable future might thus

include: (a) relay of bulk communications such as multi-

channel voice/record trunks, high speed data, and video

programs among a limited number of points; (b) networking

of speciali7,ed communications such as voice, data, and

graphics among dispersed or mobile users, such as aircraft,

111 ships, computer and information centers; and (c) various

•

scientific and meteorological data collection, distribution

and exchange services. Satellites might, therefore, open

new horizons in the dissemination and exchange of economic,

medical, scientific and educational information among

businessmen, doctors, students, teachers and others, and

lend added impetus to progress in many areas.

This is not to suggest that communication satellites

will revolutionize the present fabric of our already highly

developed terrestrial common-carrier network or pose a

serious threat to that system. Instead, we anticipate that

domestic satellites will complement existing and improved



terrestrial facilities, providing such specialized services

and overlaid "networks" as their unique capabilities render

econohically atLractive.

B. It is Economically Feasible with Today's Tech-
nology 

.
to Provide  Some Domestic Services by_, ..__. -

Satellite
4www•www-w•.w•wwwwWwwwwwwww•www-ww-•-wwwww

Even with today's technology it would be feasible to

establish a full-scale operational satellite system pro-

viding television program distribution and long distance

relay of bulk telephone and record traffic. Precise com-

parisons between satellites and equivalent terrestrial

facilities are difficult because of their differing operating

modes, uncertainties about satellite and earth station de-

signs and costs, and difficulties in projecting demand for

new services. But our staff studies indicate that satellites

would be competitive with terrestrial facilities in meeting

some domestic communications requirements.

'Television program distribution appears the most: eco-

nomical enrly use of domestic satellites, principally be-

cause satellites can reach many points within a large geo-

graphic area simultaneously through a single transmission

facility. For two-way high density routes, on

hand, substitution of satellite for terrestrial

the other

facilities

•W
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under existing technology is less promising. While little

switching is required for one-way services, the switching

and terminal equipment required for too-way trunk .routes

accounts for the major part of total cost regardless of

whether satellite or terrestrial transmission facilities

are employed.

This does not argue that a domestic satellite system

even today be exclusively dedicated to television program

distribution. If capacity can be added to a dedicated

system at lower cost than could be provided through a

wholly separate system, the provision of other one-way

services or of bulk two-way services (such as telephone

trunking) may become economically attractive. In addition,

services making use of the excess satellite capacity that

would otherwise exist during off-peak hours of use might

add significantly to the overall viability of the system.

Moreover, the suitability of satellites domestically for

two-way services should be tested in an operational setting.
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11. A NUMBER or UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS NAKE IT PRENATORE
TO ESTABLISH FULL-SCALE DONESTIC SATELLITE OPERA-
TIONS AT THIS TIME

A. The Industry Structure for Usinc, Satellites
to Meet Domestic Conmunications Reauirements
Could Evolve  in Various Directions

Domestic satellite ownership and operations could

evolve in quite different directions. Under one approach,

they would be placed substantially under common carrier

control. For example, Comsat 's operations could be limited

to the international arena, with AT&T or the terrestrial

common carriers jointly given a monopoly of the space seg-

ment and ground environment of any domestic satellite

system.

A variant would be to give Comsat or a new domestic

satellite entity a monopoly of the space segment with

authority to deal only with the terrestrial carriers, as

is the general rule today in the international industry.

Alternatively, direct dealing with other users might be

permitted.

Another alternative would permit entry into the

domestic satellite communications field by other entities

in addition to the existing carriers. This would be

similar to the view taken by the FCC in the "Above 8901'
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decision, where it authorized private terrestrial microwave

systems. For example, broadcasters or other entities de-

siring to provide supplementary services might be authorized

to establish satellite systjiris subject to appropriate regu-

latory ground rules.

Still another approach would be to retain for public

or quasi-public ownership, on a permanent basis, the space

segment alone of any domestic satellite system. Carriers

and private entities would be authorized to construct and

operate earth stations worMng with the satellites. They

would obtain basic transmission capacity from the satelli -e

operator.

B. The iWro_priate. Use_of the Elect/:omagnetic
Spectrum by Domestic Satellite Systems Has
Not Been Adefolately Resolved

At the present time, commercial satellite communica-

tions systems must share the 4 and 6 GHz frequency alloca-

tions .with terrestrial microwave relay systems, but sub-

stantial disagreement has been voiced about whether this

shared use of common frequency bands is possible on a

widespread basis without harmful interference. Divergence

..., •
of opinion exists about the number of satellites that

could operate simultaneously on the same frequencies in
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the orbital sector suitable for U.S. domestic communications

purposes. There is also uncertainty about the feasibility

of providing satellite services in new spectrum areas above

30 ClIz WI' .ch are not presently authorized for use by satel-

lites; the necessary equipment has not been developed, and

there are unresolved questions about the impact of increased

energy losses due to atmospheric effects at such high fre-

quencies. Moreover, proposals have been made before the

FCC to use portions of the spectrum above 10 Gllz for certain

terrestrial services.

In short, we do not know whether problems of spectrum

use will restrict the feasibility of full-scale domestic

communication satellite operations, or whether they will

have a major bearing on the desirability of free entry into

the domestic communication satellite field.

It is notable that an ITU World Administrative Radio

Conference for Space Telecommunications (WARC-ST) is to be

held in late 1970 or early 1971. Given the estimated two-

year lead time required to establish a domestic satellite

system after it is authorized, we believe it unlikely that

any useful data will be developed under a domestic pilot

program by the time the WARC-ST convenes. We do believe,

however, that whatever proposals are submitted by the
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United States concerning frequency allocations above

10 CHz must be very carefully drafted so as not to limit

the flexibility of the anticipated experimental or opera-

tional aspects of our domestic program.

To resolve these issues we need both experimental

data on factors such as interference mechanisms for

operations below 10 CHz and propagation conditions above

10 Piz, and analysis of a variety of possible approaches

to employing these higher frequencies. In a field where

the vagaries of radio propagation are subject to a variety

of interpretations, there seems little prospect that those

complex technical issues will be fully resolved in the

absence of more operating experience.

C. Available Data Are  Insufficient to Determine
the Comparative AdvantaAes of Ceneraj Purupse
v.__§_pecialized Systems

Substantial disagreement also exists as to the compara-

tive dvantages of a general purpose domestic satellite sys-

tem and one or more systems "dedicated" to specialized uses,

such as radio and television program distribution. Advo-

cates of a "dedicated" system for program distribution have

contended that such a system would provide better efficiency

and economy for specialized television interests than would
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a common carrier system having widespread and potentially

conflicting responsibilities to several industries. They

maintain that the added complexity of a general purpose

system -- n space and on the ground -- would not Confer

appreciable benefits from cost-sharing for broadca,:t

plications, but would instead compromise the economic ad-

vantages of a "dedicated" system.

The general purpose approach, supported by Comsat

and the other common carriers, has been defended on

various ground's. They claim that (a) a general purpose

system would use the frequency spectrum more efficientl

and that it would offer substantial economies of scale;

(b) economies would flow, from the possibility of avoiding

duplication of launch vehicles, satellite research and

development, procurement, earth station facilities, and

tracking, telemetry and command facilities, and common

•
operation and management; (c) further cost reductions

would flow from reduced requirements for satellite spares

and other back-up facilities; (d) the illulti-purpose system

would have greater flexibility, especially in orchestrating

the highs and lows in traffic demand for individual services;
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and (e) introduction of new satellite services would be

facilitated.

However, a middle ground may exist: essentially

separate systems (e.g., one for wideband service, another

for general purpose services) could conceivably be operated

within a framework that permits substantial sharing of

common facilities and costs.

Finally, if the regulatory framework were to evolve

along the lines to be described in Chapter Six of this

report, we might rely more on the play of market forces

111 to determine these questions, as we do in other areas of

the economy where new techniques are applied -- subject,

of course, to appropriate. governmental regulation.

D. The Potential Benefits of Sat:cl]ites in a
Domestic Setting are not now Sufficientl.y
CouTrehended to Determine How TheLy Might
Best be Shared in the i)ublic Interest

However a domestic satellite system is structured,

the manner in which any cost savings made possible by the

new technology are shared is an open question.

If it were operated as an integral part of the COM-

mon carrier network, the benefits could be passed on to the

public through ge,neral reducLions in the carrier's rates,
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reflecting the reduced cost of providing services by ter-

restrial facilities as well as by satellite. Alternatively,

the benefits could be channeled exclusively to the user of

the satellite service, as would be the case with a special-

ized satellite system. Or, if both common carrier and non-

common carrier systems arc authorized, competitive market

forces might piny a large role.

Another aspect of this question concerns the desira-

bility of subsidizing certain non-commercial interests through

operation of a domestic satellite system providing commer-

cial services. For example, public or educational broad-

casting stations might be offered free satellite channels,

as contemplated in various of the domestic satellite pro-

posals submitted to the FCC. The Ford Foundation has gone

further and proposed that financial support for non-commer-

cial programming be provided out of the savings from the
a

operation of a.domestic television satellite system, en-.

abling the nation to earn, in effect, a "people's dividend"•

from its enormous investment in space.

While it is essential to have a souiid financial basis

for public broadcasting, the concept of a "people's dividend"

from satellite communications poses prolcms. For exInple,
•
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we do not yet know whether any domestic satellite program

would in reality generate sufficient savings to permit an

appreciable subsidy for non-commercial programming. Moreover,

provision ,of television distribution by domestic satellites

will require that the satellite services are priced attrac-

tively to commercial broadcasters, who may be reluctant

to use satellite facilities if most of the economic flcen-

tives were removed.

We feel it is sufficient to conclude now that the

wiser course is a policy which is neutral between the satel-

lite and terrestrial technology and allows the natural ad-

vantages of each to be sought, developed and put into ser-

vice. If commercial broadcasting operations are to support

non-commercial programming, it would seem preferable,

therefore, to devise a method that does not depend upon the

mode .of distribution involved. In any event, we cannot say

whether a "people's dividend"will prove feasible until ex-

perience is gained with a domestic satellite program.

E. Any D2cision on Domestic Satejli.tinipe_

Consistent with Our International Commitments

The relationship between domestic satellites and the

global satellite system is of great significance. We must

fte
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consider how an appropriate institutional framework for

domestic communication satellites could be related to

INTELSAT under the present interim arrangements. And look-

ing ahead, we must fashion flexible machinery for relating

domestic and other satellite systems to the global system

under the definitive arrangements to be negotiated in 1969.

We should not take any action domestically that would

have an unsettling effect on the forthcoming INTELSAT ne-

gotiations. The question of entry into the domestic satel-

lite field, and many other questions, cannot be divorced

from consideration of INTELSAT policies that remain t;0 be

worked out in those negotiations.

A PILOT DOMESTIC SATELLITE PROGRAM SHOULD LE
ESTABLISIIED

In light of the various unresolved issues discussed

above, we consider it premature to fix domestic satellites

into, a particular institutional and operational pattern.

There is not yet sufficient understanding of the potential

role of satellites domestically to warrant approval of a

full-scale domestic satellite system or systems; to do so

[[light well create an irreversible pattern and fareclose

valuable options.
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Merely to tread water is, however, also undesirable.

Most interested parties see promise in the use of com-

munication satellites for domestic services, although they

differ on various specific issues. The interest of private

parties in investing in a domestic satellite system may not

be necessarily or wholly congruent with the public interest,

but it cannot be discounted. And while Our own independent

estimates do not indicate that substantial economics will

result in the very near term from the substitution of satel-

lite facilities for a terrestrial equivalent, neither do

they show that some uses of domestic satellites -- par-

ticularly for television distribution -- are bound to be

uneconomical. Inaction would ignore opportunities for co-

operating with INTELSAT and would forego the benefits of

the insights that potential users and operators, as well as

policy makers, might gain from a pilot program. 'Nor should

we ignore opportunities to gain experience that can be shared

with other nations, particularly those with Underdeveloped

terrestrial systems for whom satellites may have very sig-

nificant potential.
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Accordingly, we conclude that a pilot program, frank-

ly tentative and limited in scope, should be established.

It would offer a number of concrete benefits:

It would provide valuable technical, economic and

operational data for guiding timely future decisions re-

garding domestic applications of communication satellite

technology. The data which would be marshaled

vide a much clearer perspective on

-- use of the frequency spectrum;

-- satellite system costs;

-- the integration of satellite and terrestrial

facilities;

-- the optimal use .of satellites for television

distribution including educational and instructional uses;

-- the feasibility of satellite networking for

specialiv.ed services and the shared use of satellite facili-

would pro-

ties;

-- the interests of users.

Such a start, using appropriate advanced technology,

should have a stimulating effect on communication satellite

research and development especially in areas of particular
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interest for specialized applications, sucb as directivity

and pointing accuracy of satellite antennas, multiple-bocm

techniques, and multiple-access - techniques.

A pilot program, even though modest in scope, would

provide facilities for significant commercial operations.

For example, Comsat has proposed use of two satellites in

synchronous orbit, each having a five-year life and capa-

city of up to twelve color television channels or 21,600

voice channels. Television, voice, data, telegraph, etc.,

could be transmitted simultaneously. Our own studies in-

dicate that a single satellite with multiple-beam capability

might provide up to 24 color television channels or 43,200

voice channels, divided among the four U.S. time zones, at

little increase in satellite cost.

The program could also support non-commercial broad-

casting and various other public interest projects. For
•

example, in its proposal Comsat offered to participate in

experiments, conducted under government auspices, concerning

the practicality and economic advantage of using communica-

tion satellites to interconnect educational television and

radio -stations.
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Though only a modest beginning, a pilot program

would afford an opportunity to explore the possible arrange-

ments for fitting satellites into the present regulatory and

institutional structure of our domes tic communications in-

dustry. By encouraging broad use and possible participation

by carriers and other users, the program should have a

stimulating effect on the industry.

Finally, the United States would take a constructive

step in furthering international cooperation by establishing

a domestic pilot program consistent with the objectives of

the 195/: INTELSAT intergovernmental agreement, through an

understanding with INTELSAT, and by appropriately relating

the domestic program to the global system.

We do not mean to suggest that such a modest program

will of itself provide sufficient data to justify a per-

manent commitment at the end of the pilot to one particular

technical or institutional mode. .Systemic flexibility

should be a continuing underlying philosophy of industry regu-

lation. But we do believe that far more enlightened choices

Oil be possible a few years hence, after experience with

the pilot is in hand. Authorization at that time of full-

scale domestic satellite operations should raise fewer
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difficulties than any full-scale domestic satellite system

or systems authorized today. And authorization of the pilot

need not preclude possible authorization of other systems

in the interim, provided, of course, the technical un-

certainties discussed earlier are adequately resolved, and

that such action does not adversely affect the economic

integrity of the pilot.

IV. THE PROGRAM SHOULD HAVE THE FOLLOWING
ESSENTIAL FEATURES

•

A. It Should Employ Apyropriate Advanced To
to Obtain Needed Technical and

Operational Data_

Satellite technology is developing at a rapid pace.

A pilot program that failed to exploit advanced technology

already available may not provide technical and operational

data needed for making judgments about how to proceed at the

end of the pilot program. The facilities employed in such

a pilot would also be less_attractive for continued use in

any subsequently authorized system. Accordingly, authoriza-

tion of the pilot should be conditioned on a requirement

that the parties employ appropriate advanced technology,

and that they devote reasonable time and expense to pro-

curing technical data and conducting the experiments neces-

sary or useful for reaching future decisions regarding a
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full-scale dumeF.Lic system or systems. The pilot should

not, on the other hand, be burdened with unnecessary

features that would cause undue delay o destroy its at-

tractiveness to private investors.

We believe that the pilot can yield valuable technical,

operational and economic data covering a range of possible

systems, and at the same time be operated on a sound com-

mercial basis. While we envision a pilot program that is

principally operational, rather than experimental, we do

not anticipate that any of the technical features we recom-

mend would involve expenses that could not either be fairly

imposed on those authorized to participate in the program

(who, presumably, would reflect: such expenses in their rates

to users) or that the participants would be unwilling to

undertalw.

•
1. Multi-virus° desicn. The principal area

wbere.substantial cost savings may be likely in the near

future from a domestic satellite system is television program

distribution. Moreover, a dedicated, non-common carrier

system could provide an added dimension to the present owner-

ship and operational framework of our domestic communica-

tions industry in the area of tclevision program distribution.
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But since a multi-purpose pilot program would not involve

substantially greater cost than one designed basically for

.program distribution, it seems to us unwise to forego the

opportunity

of domestic

structured,

cost savings

for experimenting with satellites for 'a variety

communication

multi-purpose

services. Moreover, a properly

pilot program would

which the program makes possible

ensure that

in particular

services arc appropriately reflected in the rates chorged

for such services.

While the pilot program would in effect be general

purpose, it should be structured to test, to the extent

feasible, the advantages of a system dedicated to tele-

vision distribution and other specialized wideband ser-

vices. This requires employment of earth stations of

appropriate sizes and performance criteria for the range

of such services possible, the testing of various opera-

tional approaches, and the maintenance of accounting pro-

cedures designed to segregate costs so as to facilitate

subsequent determinations regarding the feasibility of a

'general purpose and specialized system or systems.

Broadcast, special purpose, and general purpose

operations should be conducted independently within the
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framework of a single pilot program, and they should share

common satellite facilities. Each may need a basic share

of total capacity; however, in the interests of economics

of overall pilot operations, flexibility is preferable to

a rigid division of channels for the full-time exclusive

use of either system, or for particular classes of users.

At the outset, general purpose operations may be very

small, while many of the needs of broadcasters, bon com-

mercial and non-commercial, may dictate only part-time

channel requirem:rnts, which should prmit effective shar-

ing of channels Indeed, new network and program sources

might be discouraged if required to pay for full-time

channels when interconnection is needed for only brief

periods during the day.

2. Interference measurements and sharina
•••

teria. Data on potential interference between domestic

satellite and microwave relay facilities should be obtained.

To this end, receive-only earth stations should be established

in both urban and non-urban areas so that interference from

terrestrial microwave facilities can be monitored. Trans-

' portable ground station equipment should be deployed in

metropolitan areas congested with terrestrial microwave

•
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facilities to test the severity of mutual interference and

ways of avoiding such interference.

We cannot overemphasize the importance of prompt

action to develop and improve criteria for frequency shar-

ing by communication satellite systems and terrestrial

communication systems. The pilot program will provide

some useful data in these respects. But, independently

of the pilot, there is a need for prompt efforts by Govern-

ment and industry so that sufficient data will be available

to help guide the pilot program and to make sound judgments

about the potential problems that might be presented by

shared use of common frequency bands on a widespread basis.

No less important, the data is needed to deal with any

such problemss should they arise.

3. Channel multiplication by. sp_ectrum reuse.

The use of narrow antenna beams from the satellite, each

covering separate geographical areas and providing some re-

use of the available frequency assignments, has considerable

promise as a means of increasing the channel capacity of an

individual satellite and of the orbital space as a whole,

thereby reducing the overall cost per channel of satellite

services and achieving greater comnunications capacity from
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the frequency spectrum. The development and operational

demonstration of such a multiple-beam, spectrum reuse capa-

bility may be the most significant technical and economic

feature which could be incorporated in the pilot program.

Such a capability, if feasible, would be highly desirable.

Its inclusion should, therefore, be explored carefully and

insisted upon, if feasible. In assessing both the merit

and feasibility of such an approach, the continuing advice

of NASA should be sought.

4 Service to non-contiouous areas. Multiple

antenna beams also offer the possibility of serving non-

contiguous areas such as Ilawail, Alaska, Puerto Rico and

the Virgin Islands from domestic satellites. The feasi-

bility of serving these areas with such a configuration

should be thoroughly examined prior to and during the pilot

program to determine whether any of these areas could be i

served economically either by the pilot or by any subse-

quent full-scale system which might be developed. The

feasibility of serving these areas by domestic satellites

and by INTELSAT facilities would have to be compared.

Whatever the decisions ultimately reached, we should take

no action that conflicts with our commitments to the global

system.
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B. Broad Particlpation in the Pilot Proctram
is Desirable */

In addition to a carefully developed and detailed

technical and experimental plan, a pilot program would have

three basic components:

-- the space segment -- satellites and associated

facilities;

-- fixed send/receive earth statious, both large

and small;

-- special purpose earth stations, including receive-

only stations and portable facilities.

The first two components are essential both to the

provision of a variety of two-way communications services

and to the distribution of broadcast programs. The special

purpose stations would be designed to provide broadcasting

and other specialized services; this category includes

portable facilities that would be useful in evaluating the

feasibility of by-passing the extensive switched terres-

trial network for broadcast program origination, regional

networking and similar activities, and for serving a

variety of demonstrational and experimental purposes.

*/ Dr. Welsh (NASC) does not concur in this conclusion. Based
on what he considers the unfort_unatd experience we have had
with divided ownership of earth stations in the interna-
tional field, he would prefer that Comsat own and operate
all of the facilities of the pilot system.
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Ideally, the pilot program should be controlled by

a completely neutral and disinterested entity, lest the

pattern of ownership of any fuliy operational system

harden prematurely. The Ford Foundation has suggested

that NASA is such an entity but there are practical ob-

stacles to NASA's undertaking the pilot project. While

NASA could technically provide the space segment, we doubt

that it would be the appropriate entity to test the com-

mercial and operational feasibility of domestic satellite

services, and in any case it would need Congressional

authority to do so. Seeking new legislation could cause

considerable delay in starting a program for domestic use

of satellites, and it is questionable whether Congress should

be asked to appropriate public funds for a project when

private interests are apparently willing and able to com-

mit the necessary resources.

Nor does it seem desirable to create a new private

corporation to own and operate the pilot program. Creation

of such an entity could be a time-consuming process entail-

ing very substantial delay in the initiation of the pilot,

and premature in the absence of a better understanding of

the role of satellites domeS7ically. It would also preju-

dice future arrangements.
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We think it important that a pilot program be

designed to ensure that no participant obtains a pre-

emptive position. Since there is little doubt that the

pilot project will in fact have a shaping influence on

the future regulatory pattern of the domestic satellite

industry, the project should be designed to meet this con-

cern. Several steps seem warranted.

First, the Commission should, in announcing approval

of the pilot project, make clear that all ownership arrange-

ments authorized for the pilot are strictly provisional and

subject to subsequent modification. It should also stress

that the extension of the authorized-user rationale to the

domestic arena should be a matter for fresh consideration.

The Commission should also insist that the pilot pro-

ject be so structured that subsequent modification of the

ownership arrangements would not cause undue hardship to

the parties involved. Otherwise, divestiture or some other

substantial alteration of the proposed arrangements might

not be practical. Specific provision should thus be made

to allow the participants in the pilot program to recover any

investment they had made with a reasonable return on that

investment. This is not to say the participants would be
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protected against risk of loss should the pilot project be

a commercial failure. That risk they are apparently willing

to assume, providing realistic traffic commitments are

forthcoming from the principal users of the system. But if

the venture leads to a further stage of development, the

participants should be assured against loss in the event

that their interest in the pilot program were transferred

to other entities.

Finally, ownership arrangements for the pilot should

.be designed, so far as is feasible, to permit the explora-

tion of various ownership patterns among different interests

and, in particular, of the right ofusers to participate

independently of the carriers.

We recognize that the simplest solution would be to

authorize Comsat to establish all the facilities used in a

pilot program. Systemic integrity would be thereby en-

hanced and undue delay avoided. While sympathetic to these

considerations, they may well be outweighed by advantages

of broader participation -- provided that strict conditions

are laid down by the FCC, as proposed below.
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C. Comsat' Should have Primary Responsibility

1. The space segmcnt. should be owned by Comsat

as trustee. Divided control of the space segment would be

administratively cumbersome, and could affect operational

efficiency. Comsat is well qualified to establish and main-

tain the space segment as trustee. By trusteeship, we mean

an interim ownership basis with no commitment by the govern-

ment as to ultimate disposition of the franchise to operate

an part of a domestic satellite system. Moreover, the

principal benefits possibly flowing from divided ownership

of the space segment -- experimentation with the. feasIbility

and the advantages of a specialized broadcast-only system,

preservation of flexibility in the ownership arrangements

for the pilot, and ensuring a pricing system closely related

to the costs of particular services -- need not be lost by

entrusting the whole space segment to Comsat. To.ulet these

objectives, Comsat should be required to offer satellite

channels directly to broadcasters and for other specialized

services, to keep separate records for each service, and to

price each service according to its direct and fairly al-

locable costs. We stress that the recommendation of exclu-

sive Comsat ownership of the space segment as trustee does
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not reflect a judgment that it is entitled, to such ownex-

ship as a matter of "right," under the 1962 Communications

Satellite Act.

While we are not persuaded of the advantages Of par-
dob

ticipation by entities other than •Comsat in the space

segment through an equity interest, subsequent design

proposals should receive appropriate consideration by. the

Commission.

2. Comsat, the terrestrial common carriers and

prosuctiveuser.s.of_widebandjer_vices should be eliible

to invest as trustees in the ground  environmz,nt. . We think

it unnecessary to lay down a specific pattern of earth

terminal ownership. We recommend that the FCC, in an ini-
tial statement of policy regarding a pilot program, outline

the conditions and procedures for development of a system

plan under which formal applications for constructiop of

particular facilities would be entertained.

With regard to specific investment in facilities, the

FCC might, for example, invite Comsat: and the terrestrial

common carriers to file applications for shared ownership

of the principal send/receive stations, again as trustees,

with Comsat acting as manager of each station under
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effective decision-making procedures. Since these stations

would be used for broadcast operations as well as for the

provision of other services, procedures should be establish-

ed to ensure that the charges for particular services

reflect, insofar as possible, only their direct and fairly

allocable costs.

Comsat and prospective users of wideband services

(e.g., commercial broadcasters, non-commercial and instruc-

tional television interests and other public service

interests) might be permitted to file applications for the

!II special purpose earth stations, also acting as trustees.

3. Comsat should be prcw-am unnager of th
•

e... • .0, • 
•

pilot. With ownership and oporatioaal responsibility divided

along the foregoing or similar lines, there would be need

for central direction and coordination of the program to

ensure technical and operational compatibility and fulfill-

ment of the program's objectives. The role of overitll Pro-

gram Manager should be entrusted to Comsat, together with

assurances of the requisite authority to satisfactorily

discharge its responsibilities. To expedite the resolution

Of any disputes not otherwise reconciled, the Commission

should establish its own special procedures for overseeing
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the pilot program. If need be, the ownership or managerial

structure could be modified at a later stage of the pilot

program.

D. The Pilot Satellite Should Offer Free Satellite
Channels for Non-Commercial and Instructional
Television

As noted earlier, the pilot or demonstration proposals

pending before the FCC contemplate providing free satellite

capacity for program distribution to public or educational

broadcasting stations. We favor such a provision as a

salutary support for these services, in keeping with the

action contemplated by Congress in the Public Broadcasting

Act of 1967. —

E. An Advisory Committee Should be Created to
Protect the Interests of All Users

While we have recommended a pilot program which

avoids unduly complicated and cumbersome ownership,

tional and managerial arrangements, the many diverse

interdsts who have participated in the FCC proceedings •

Under the same authority, AT&T and the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting recently concluded. arrange-

' ments for some reduced rate terrestrial networking
for noncommercial broadcasting.
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can and should be protected. Specifically, we recowmend

that the Commission constitute an Advisory Committee,

The Advisory Committee, in which all interested

parties could be represented, would be an approprfate

forum for consultations with the entities designated to

participate in the actual operations of the program as

well as the Commission and Executive Branch.

The Advisory Committee night be a particularly use-

ful forum for non-commercial and instructional users.

The satellite capacity made available to them could be

utilized for various public interest projects and experi-

ments. For example, the National Library of Medicine has

proposed a Biomedical Communications Network to provide

improved information and education to the medical community,

with satellites used on an experimental basis for interconnec-

tion within the network. This and other proposals could be

explored in the Advisory Committee during the course of

the pilot program.

•
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F. The Pilot Program Should be Consistent with
U.S.__International_Cammitpents and AaproprIL-
ately Related to INTELSAT

Neither the United States nor other countries are

likely to surrender vital sovereignty over domestic com-

muni_eati_ons. But the international community has a legiti-

mate interest in the use of satellites for domestic pur-

poses. The United States must, for instance, adhere to

the rules and regulations of the International Telecom-

munication Union in its use of the radio spectrum, and to

the commitments we have made to INTELSAT for a global

satellite system. Thus, domestic satellites should bc

consistent with INTELSAT's proposed use of the frequency

spectrum and orbital space, and should cause no harmful

interference with the global system.

While at first glance it might appear desirable to

establish the pilot satellites under the same rules govern-

ing the satellites established as regular increment to

the INTELSAT space segment, such an approach could create

severe economic distortions, unduly enlarge the role of

the United States in INTELSAT, and create troublesome
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domestic legal and policy problems. It does not follo,

however, that we should proceed wholly outside of INTELSAT,

Such a course might only .encourage centrifugal tendencies

in INTELSAT. In view of the U.S. role in and commitment

tO the global system, we should proceed circumspectly in

establishing a domestic program.

proliferation of satellite systems

pressing, it would be shortsighted

While the dangers of

are not immediately

to ignore opportunities

for cooperation with INTELSAT in ways that could strengthen

the global system.

We recommend, therefore, that the pilot program be

established on the basis of an understanding reached with

INTELSAT. By establishing appropriate relationships with

INTELSAT in connection with a domestic program, we would

affirm the consortium's central role and also encourage

other nations to look to INTELSAT for guidance ad

for help in basic planning. Technical coordination of

the pilot program with the global system can thus be

enhanced, and possibilities explored for related develop-

ment of the pilot program and the INTELSAT system in

a way that reinforces the strengths of both activities.

A principal attraction relates to the possibility of

sharing co:mon research and development costs of INTELSAT
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satellites and the pilot satellites. Other areas of

potential mutual benefit should also be explored. These

include the shared use of INTELSAT's control and telemetry

facilities for the domestic program, shared cost ai:range-

ments for launch services, maintenance of common satellite

spares and back-up facilities and possibly a joint program

for procurement of satellite hardware.

This course would meet legitimate concerns about

harmful proliferation of satellite systems, establish the

useful precedent that a nation planning a specialized satel-

lite service look first to INTELSAT and work out with the

organization an arrangement that fully recognizes and

protects the interests of the global system, and denrmstrate

that INTELSAT has sufficient flexibility to adjust to in-

dividual national needs in a manner that does not jeopardize

its own future.

C. The 1934 Communications Act and the 1962 Com-_ .
munications Satellite Act, Read Together, - - 
Provide the Legal Basisfor Authorization of
the Pilot Program As Well As for Governmental
Regulation and Supervision

Comsat was created by the 1962 Communications Satel-

lite Act. Its powers derive from that Act, and it can

function only in accordance with the terms of the Act.
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Comsat has adequate legal authority to participate in the

pilot. There need be no conflict for the corporation in

fulfilling its responsibilities as the United States par-

ticipant in the global satellite system and its responsi_

bilities as IItrustee11 in the pilot domestic program.

The Federal Communications Commission has broad regu-

latory authority under both Acts. Its powers under the

1934 Act are extensive, and apply to such matters as use of

particular frequencies, construction of communications

facilities, and rates and financial matters. The 1.962

Satellite Act provides further guidance for the Commission

in its administration of the provisions of the 1.934 Act,

as amended and as supplemented by the 1962 Act, with respect

to satellite communications.

Certain provisions of the 1.962 Act have meaning only

in the context of the global system -- e.g., Section 201(c)

(3), which relates to the establishment of commercial com-

munications to foreign points. however, it would be an un-

duly restrictive interpretation of the Act to view its

provisions regarding governmental regulation and supervi-

sion as applicable only to the INTELSAT system. While some

of the provisions regarding governmental regulation and
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supervision might. be construed as expressly applicable

only to U.S. participation in the satellite system en-

visaged by the 3962 Act -- that is, the INTELSAT global

system -- their logic extends to any commerical communica-

tion satellite system in which the U.S. participates.

Congress cannot have intended in 1962 to establish a

pattern of governmental responsibilities for regulation

and supervision of communication satellites that would

not have substantial application to domestic satellite sys-

• tems.

The role of the Executive Branch with respect to com-

munication satellites is broadly conceived and roaches al-

most every aspect of Comsat 's functions under the 1962 Act.

This Act, together with the 1934 Act, provides the broad

framework for delineating governmental responsibilities

with respect to communications satellites and, accordingly,

to the pilot program. The President could be expected to

exercise, to the extent applicable, his responsibilities

under the 1962 Act with respect to satellite communications

NASA could also be expected to cooperate in connec-

tion with the pilot program, as by consultation and advice

regarding the technical characteristics, of the systei,1 and
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furnishing satellite launcLing and associated services on

request and on a reimbursable basis.

The 1962 Act also ensures accountability to Congress

of activities and achievements under the pilot program,

since the President, Comsat and the FCC each submit annual

reports under the Act.

Although Congress has provided the necessary legis-

lative framework for comprehensi.ve governmental regulation

and supervision of the pilot program, it would be useful

to issue an Executive Order along the lines of Executive

Order 11191, of January 4, 1965, to wake explicit the

res1)onsib51ities of the various agencies of the Executive

Branch with respect to the pilot program. And while there

is, in our view, no present need for further legislation

to govern domostAc applications of communications satellite

technology, provided a pilot program can be successfully

launched, we do not rule out the possibility that such•

legislation may be desirable at a later stage.
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H. Intencive DiPh-level Executive Branch Attention
Should be Given to Monitoring thr... Pilot Program,•••.•••• .••••••••-•• •••••••• • • .•••••• ••• -• • • •••• .•••• 

• • •• •••• •••••••••••

with One Orcranization Dosipnated as the Focus

The theme of this chapter has been that we need more

data and experience about domestic use of commercial com-

munications satellites before wise and informed decisions

can be made about the structure and framework of any mature

domestic satellite industry. The pilot program should be

structured to yield the requisite data and experience.

But the pilot will fail as our experiment unless the govern-

ment has and uses the capability to evaluate its results.

Data will be obtained in a variety of areas, technical,

operational and social, including:

-- cooperative sharing by space and terrestrial

services to minimize frequency interference;

-- reuse of the frequency spectrum by narrow-beam

antennas;

•••• problems of integrating satellite services with

terrestrial facilities;

-- user acceptance of satellite services;

-- feasibility of regional networking and bypassing

manned television operating centers;
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-- installation and annual operating costs of the

various components of the satellite system, and cost

projections for expanded operations;

-- feasibility of general purpose and specialized

systems, or some combination thereof;

-- support of non-commercial operations;

-- value of satellite facilities for educational

broadcasting and specialized government users such as HEW.

At the end of the pilot program q it will be timely

to consider the broader issues involved: the future role

of domestic satellites, and whether they offer sufficient

promise to justify continuation beyond the pilot period;

whether domestic saLellites should be :general purpose or

specialized, and whether there should be more than one .

•••••••

Comsat anticipates that it will take about two years to
establish the program, from the date of authorization,
as4suming no administrative delays. It would be useful
to fix a definite time period, calculated from the time
the pilot program is established, at the end of which
the program would be thoroughly reviewed. While the
satellites used in the pilot are expected to have a
design lifetime of more than five years, that seems
unduly long for a true pilot program. Two to three
years should be a reasonable length of time within
which to achieve the limited objectives of the pilot.
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system; and the ownership and regulatory framework that_

should govern domestic satellite operations.

To assist in evaluating the results of the pilot

program and making future decisions in these areas ef-

fectively, a continuing Executive Branch role would be

highly desirable. This responsibility -- which we conceive

to be one of ''monitoring'' the progress of the pilot .program,

without derogating from the legal responsibilities of the

FCC -- should be vested in an organization designated by

the President. By monitoring the progress made under the

pilot program, the responsible office would be able to

assist the President in making an independent evaluation

of the future of domestic applications of' satellite tech-

nology, and of appropriate institutional arrangements.

The office should advise and assist in the structuring

of all aspects of the pilot program, gather and assess the

data and information acquired during the course of the pro-

gram, and undertake any independent studies or projects

that may be needed to make timely recommendations upon

conclusion of the program.
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•
V. THE FCC SHOULD GIVE FAVORABLE CONSIDERATION TO

A PILOT DOMESTIC SATELLITE PROGRAM ALONG THE
LINES DESCRIBED IN THIS CHAPTER

The program we have outlined should be promptly

implemented; a start appears feasible within 1969. We

urge the FCC to give it favorable consideration, and

recommend that the Coo-mission first issue a statement

of general policy outlining the conditions under which

formal applications would be entertained.

•
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CHAPTER SJ X' -1

TflE DWESTIC TELECOI1MNICATIONS CARRIER INDUSTRY

I. INTRODUCTION AND Stri,INARY

This chapter treats the core of the telecommunica-

tions industry -- the traditional services of the domes tic

common carriers, such as the Boll System, General Telephone

and Electronics, Western Union and the some 2,000 independent

telephone companies, and related private communications ser-

vices. Among these services are telc.phony and telegraphy,

the ne,:er offerings such as computer data transmission, and

television and radio program transmission from stodlos or

other points of origination to local broadcasting stzitions.

The President directed the Task Force "to make a

coiprehensive study of communications policy." ue spoke

of the need to review past activities in the field of com-

munications, and to formulate a "national communications

policy." More specifically, the Task Force was asked to

"determine if the Communications Act of 1934 and the Com-

munications SaLellite Act of 3962 require revision." In

studying the future for sateflite ccumunications, both



domestic and internatioual, we were directed to study ways

in which the new technology should be integrated into a

balanced and dynamic communications system. As the

President observed, the new technology -- exciting . as it

is -- does not mean that all our surface communications

facilities have become obsolete.

We have found an examination of the domestic industry

to be indispensable, both for itself and because of its

interaction with other elements of our mandate. And in

our study we found juxtaposed two basic facts: On one

hand, an impressive record of past achievement in terms

of innovation and market growth within the industry; and

on the other, an industry in a state of creative fcri:ent

facing a host of new challenges and now opportunities.

A. Given the Nature of Public Messan-e TeleplIone
Service Integrated Control Remains Vit ;m1

On the basis of existing technology, we conclude that

the basic structural element of domestic telecommunications

services -- the integrated provision of public message

telephone service -- is satisfactory; and the case for

private monopoly regulated by public authority is convincing.

The switched network should remain a high quality system

interconnecting all terminals reliably and economically.
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This conclusion is based on tile fact that public

message telephone service, employing the switched net-

work, has characteristics that sharply distinguish it from

other services. The ordinary user of public message tele-

phone service, as distinguished from the user of private

line services, requires access on demand from his telephone

to any one of millions of points. Integrated operational

control -- obtained through the combined efforts of the

Bell System and the franchised independent telephone com-

panies -- is essential in providing this universal ac-

ccss.*/

This conclusion is also based on the weighty con-

sideration of system optimization, system integrity, and

service reliability. And it is based too on considerations

of national security; for crisis management requires a

. .

*/ 5ho extent to which such integrated control requires
actual ownership or management of a particular element
in the system is, of course, related to technologl.cal
developments and the evolution of regulatory policy.
One example is in the area of domestic satellites,
where we recommend a pilot project in which Comsat_
would provide long-haul circuits to terrestrial car-
riers.
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completely reliable capability for communication, both

within the nation and with our forces and allies overeas.

System optimization involves the coordinated planning IC-

quirements of a vast, interdependent network of co:nmunica-

tions facilities. Since each element affects many others,

development of single segments without regard to theta:

effects upon the total system could well lead to waf-„eful

redundancy. System integrity involves the need for con-

trol over quality of the inputs to the network. Users or

operators of one part of a communications grid can, by

supplying it with improper or distorted signals, interfere

with other users throughout the system. Finally, high

service reliability, which the American public has rightly

come to expect, could be jeopardized by developments which

weakened the technical integrity or viability of the public

message telephone network. Thus, it is important to have

coordination for the technical standards in the network,

its interconnections, and its inputs.

That integrated control is a sound organizing prin-

ciple is well-supported by the impressive rate of past

technological advance and market grooth: The nui.ber of

telephones in the United States has quadrupled since the
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end of World War II. In only 15 years, direct distance

dialing has been extended to more than 90% of all tele-

phones in the United States. In the past two decades,

improved transmission systems have been introduced at

the rate of one every two years. Although the overall

cost of living has risen by 140% since 1940, total tele-

phone rates (local and interstate) have increased only

107, while interstate rates taken alone have actually

fallen by 207. In short, it can truly be said that the

United States has the finest telephone system in the world.

Fully mindful of this record of achievement, wc in-

quire here into the basic elements of a well-conceived and

comprehensive national policy that would contribute to con-

tinued rapid advance. For we see a host of potentialities

emerging for yet more cost-reducing innovation, for ncw

services, and for market grooth in many directions. Policy

must be designed to exploit as fully as possible those po-

tentialities, while maintaining the integrity and viability

of the public message telephone network which constitutes

the core of our national telecommunications system. Only

such "a policy applied as feasible at every stage, from

410 research to the delivery of private and common carrier
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services, can over the long run assure our nation an

unsurpassed communications basic science, technology

and service.

B. The Broad Goal of Public Policy Should be
10.. • ••••• • ••• • 

•r•

to Release and Encoura,,,e Potentialities
for Innovation in Technology and in
Manaciemeat Both Within the Public Messaoe
Tel Network and Outside it, Where. . _
Such Changes do not Affect its Basic In-'
gyd ality.

Telecommunications policy is under the healthy stress

of developments occurring in such industries as the COM-

puter, electronic and aerospace, as well as those origi-

nating within the traditional confines of the telecommunica-

tions industry. It is safe to predict that forces within

all these industries, harnessed to the enterprise and imag-

ination of many businessmen, will continue to be powerful

stimulants to progress in the years ahead. Public policy

should promote an environment assuring free and competitive

opportunity for such developments without impairing the

integrity ond viability of the basic telephone network.
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Obviously, in many cases changes and modifications

can be introduced within the industry without adversely

affecting the basic telephone network. Their potential

can and should be tapped to improve that network, and to

provide services suppledientary to those of the system.

As these developmenLs occur, some should be viewed

as characteristic of the great mass of American business,

unregulated save by the antitrust laws. OL-hers may, in

parL, come within the purview of the FCC. Still others

may 1)0 COMpOnentS of the integrated coilmon carrier network

falling within the full scope of public utility regulot7on.

In approaching these problems, we have been guided

by the basic premise underlying the law and policy affect-

ing American industry and commerce: that, unless clearly

inimical to the public interest, free market competition

affords the most reliable incentives for innovation, cost

reduction, and efficient resource allocation. Hence,

competition should be the rule and monopoly the exception.
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And, where monopoly is required, it should be protected

from competition to the extent that the public bene-

fits from its natural monopoly characteristics. In that

case, the public is protected by regulatory constraints.

These, then, are the twin principles which underlie

the recommendations of this chopter: Maintaining tl,c,

integrity and viability of the basic network as an in-

tegrated system on one hand; on the other, releasing and

encouraging potentialities for improvement which might

otherwise be restrained by tradition, business habits,

or regulatory practices no longer appropriate in the

face of new challenges and n2w opportunities.
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NEW OPPORTUNITIES ARE EMEnGING FOR SERVICES SUP-.
PLEMENTING THOSE OF THE PUBLIC MESSAGE TELEPHONE
NETWORK

At the outset, we find it useful to distinguish be-

tween the public message telephone service, and leased

line or private line service. The former uses a portion

of the integrated nationwide network with circuit switches

to connect on demand any subscriber's telephone to any one.

of the 100 million telephone stations throughout the

country -- or to any one of the other 100 million LhrouL,h-

out the rest of the world. The prime characteristic of

this market is universality of access to a multitude of

occasionnl users. In contrast, a telephone or telegraph

private line is a circuit connecting two or more points

to meet the needs of specific users for full-time access

to fixed points. While private lino service shares much

equipment with the message service -- the same cables,

microwave towers, repenter terminals, carrier terminals

and the like -- it does not ordinarily employ the elaborate

circuit switching facilities of the telephone message

service.

-Another category, public message telegraph service,

requires switching, but of a distinctive kind. Only a few•
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thousend Western Union offices neCd.cbc connected, rather

than millions of telephone subscribers; and indivickial

tolegl:aph messages, unlike telephone cells, can be bunched

or stored and forwarded after a delay. For those reasons

Western Union employs a separate and specially tailored

message switching plant, in addition to using channels

in the telephone switched network.

In recent years, demand by government and business

enterprises has been growing rapidly for private line

services prviding both voice and record links. Such

services can be provided with circuits in paired wire

and coaxial cable, terrestrial microweve relay and, pros-

pectively, in satellites. In some cases, these circuits

are provided by the comm6n carriers. In others, users

employ their own private line systems.

The evolution of those supplementary sorvixes offers

new opportunities for progress in improving communications

services. At the same time, it raises pressing policy

questions with regard both to the integrity and the viability

of the basic integrated network.

A. Sulject to Radio Spectrum Limitations, Liber-
alized Entry into Ini-er-City Private Line For-
Hire Service Ap_pears Justified

While we conclude that salutory competitive pressures
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would be introduced by more liberalized entry into pri-

vate line service, it is for the FCC to determine the

merits of specific applications for entry. It is for

the FCC to consider the impact of entry in specific

cases on the vinbility of the integrated system. More-

over, a multitude of complex issues confront regulatory

bodies in individual proceedings -- issues which are

explored in depth on the basis of a record carefully made.

Our general comments below should not be taken to imply

any view of the m2rits in specific cases. That, by law,

is for the regulatory body.

With the exception of those specialized carriers

providing connections to television broadcast and cable

systems, the FCC currently permits private line systems

outside the existing common carrier network only if they

are on a not for-hire basis. In consequence of ,this

policy, the restrictions on interconnection with common

carrier networks, and Bell's low Telpak rates for some

users, private systems provide only a small portion of

the nation's telecommunications services. While over 1:00

organizations currently employ private microwave, their

total of approximately 2.5 million circuit miles is less
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than 27) of Bell's total of about 150 million circuit miles.

Private lino services, accounting for 157) of Bell's

long-haul revenues and /10% of its long-haul circuLts, arc

growing at a faster rate than Bell's other offerings.

For Western Union, More than 307) of its revenues represent

private line service, some of it in customized compuLer

offerings described in a subsequent section; its private

line revenues have increased rapi_dly in recent years, due

chiefly to government use.

We see several advantages to making available more

potential busincss opportunities in those markets. New

kinds of services offering a wide range of quality, capa-

city and price levels might be developed and tested in

response to varying needs of particular user groups, there-

by enhancing the likelihood of greater consumer satis-

faction in these areas. And technological advances, such

as microwave equipment produced in competitive equipment

markets, might be more rapid if introduced by numerous

private line suppliers. Finally, additional competitive

.pressure, even if confined to supplementary services, could'

be an important factor in gauging and maintaining high

• 
performance in this industry.
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In principle, we see no reason for not seeking a

similar outcome for satellite and other new long-haul

transmission systems when they become operational. Given

our lack of operational experience with domestic satel-

lite applications, however, it is too soon to state un-

equivocally the appropriate disposition. Even so, the

burden should continue to be on the carriers to demon-

strate why entry privileges should be withheld, rather

than vice-versa. As we note in our domestic satellite

chapter, a number of attractive prospects exist for

111 specialized satellite services (e.g., wide band,

area data exchange networks, TV network distribution and

occasional-use networking). These might be offered on a

competitive basis, in addition to the potential role of

satellites in the basic long lines common-carrier network.

Application of entry policies to the circOmstances

of the independent telephone companies may involve differ-

ent considerations. They have argued that lacking the

scale economies of the Bell System long-haul network, they

could not respond effectively to competition in private

lines without injury to their overall level of service.

However, these companies own only a small pOrtion of the

total nationwide private line circuits, and the bulk of
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• what they do own involves wholly .intrastate lines. Conse-

quently, evaluation of the merits of their position and

policy decisions regarding franchises to private line ap-

plicants seeking to compete with their private lines is

ordinarily and properly for the state regulatory bodies,

and beyond the scope of this Report.

3. The issue of service reliability and qua-

lity can be resolved in the market place. Of course, the

potential benefits from competitive pressures must be

weighed together with the effects on the telecommunica-

tions system in terms of service reliability and quality,

system optimization and an equitable price structure. As

a case in point, some have expressed concern that ncY

service competition might offer large users lower costs,

but at the price of reduced quality. More generally, they

argue that if freer entry were allowed, poorly financed

and managed firms may offer service far below what is cur-

rently regarded as desirable in terms of quality and re-

liability. They question whether it is in the public

interest to expose potential users to such risks, especi-

ally In view of the good service being rendered in this

field by existing common carriers.
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Subject to qualificatio,ls discussed subsequently, we

colic hide that such questions should be left Lo the market

place. Let the buyer choose among the combine Lions of

price, quality and reliability most appealing to him as

a private lino user. If the service turns out to be

poorer than he expected, he is free to move to an alter-

native service. Or if the price falls to reflect the

poorer performance, perhaps he will choose to remni.n.

This is the essence of the competitive process. One of

the great potential benefits of freer entry is to search

out and develop new services tailored to particular needs.

Dere it is again important to distinguish between

the private line customer and the public message tele-

phone user. In the former case, the user is a large busi-

ness unit competent to choose either to purchase or not

to purchase a service between specified points from among

the offerings of competing entities. Moreover, so far as

quality of private line service is concerned, the choice

to go outside the established carriers affects, for the

most part, only the customer making the choice. With

the public telephone subscribers, the situation is very

different. They are less likely than business Users of
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private lines to require the differentiated service that

a competitor of the integrated network might provide. And

if suppliers did opt to sacrifice quality for a lower

price, they might affect not only their own customers

but all other customers of the public network who rely on

it for dependable and high quality service to every tele-

phone terminal.

2. Prolerntien of _p_rivate_e_ommunic.ations

systems_coul_4_yais.Q ..eripus ...yr.oblems for the inteTrated

network. Butte problems—can be net by allowina thp

r r .established carriers surrl_cient flexibility in rater, to_

meet somp_etit,ion.,_and_ by _streng_ti:renin.g_recwla tory capa-

b'lities to prevent destructive coB2petition— If cotctpoti-

Lion is to yield improved efficiency in communications

supply, pricing policies must be related to the markets

involved. This is likely to require a change in tra-

ditional practices of pricing communications services.

Today, common carrier tariffs are applied uniformly to

jurisdictional areas and based on system-wide costs rather

than the specific .costs of serving specific routes. If

such a pricing policy were to be maintained, new entrants

would be provided with artificial and uneconomic incentives
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to enter thEl low-cost high-dc,nsity routes. By diverting

business on these routes from the established carriers -

frequently called "cream skimming" -- the now entrants

could deprive the carriers of revenues which partilly

help to support service on high cost routes. Such pat-

terns could encourage inefficient investment in communi-

cations and impose additional costs on society.

Therefore, when a competitive challenge to the estab-

lished carriers arises, neither they nor the regulatory

agencies should continue to apply the principle of juris-

dictional tariff uniformity based upon the aggregate costs

of serving all routes. Rather, prices over competitive

routes should be based upon the costs and demand charac-

teristics of these routes.

The sound response of policy, we believe, is to pro-

vide flexible opportunities for entry, matched by a policy

of allowing the established carriers sufficient pricing

flexibility to respond economically to the challenge of

the new services. However, in placing the new entrant

and the established carrier on equal terms, the new entrant'

should be protected against the threat of non-compensatory

or "predatory" pricing on the part of a carrier who has
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a . monopoly market. The danger of non-compensatory pricing

is real. Under a system of regulation dominated by cri-

teria of fair return on the entire rate base of the car-

rier, the possibility always exists that the carrier would

use its superior position in sheltered markets to cover

losses in the competitive sector. What is needed is a

minimum price standard calculated with reference to the

"long-run incremental costs" for the particular service

(including the cost of capital and the profits allowed

for the incremental capital associated with the service),

rather than for the system as a whole. With such a pric-

ing standard, users of non-competitive services would not

subsidize the users with competitive alternatives. The

competitive services of the existing carriers would still

pay the added costs they impose on the system.

The difficulty of determining an appropriate minimum

price standard was illustrated by the Telpak rate case.

Prior to the "Above 890" decision, which liberalized entry

by private microwave systems, Bell's interstate private-

line tariff applied uniformly to all consumers. In order

to meet the competition of private user systems, Bell in-

troduced discounts ranging up to 857.. Western Union
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and the suppliers of private microwave equipment complained

to the FCC, which was unable to reach a decision in the

initial Telpak hearing on the question of whether Telpak

rates were compensatory. However, Bell's cost studies

undertaken for the current FCC investigation into rate-

making principles indicate that substantial rate increases

were necessary in order to make Telpak compensatory.

The problem of defining the limit for the carrier's

price flexibility in meeting competition is now one of the

subjects of an inquiry before the FCC. If non-compensatory

pricing is to be guarded against, the FCC must establish

effective regulatory standards over minimum rates. Other-

wise, pricing responses of the established carriers could

uneconomically foreclose entry of efficient entrants.

Given the importance of this issue and its complexity, the

FCC should take a more active role on pricing issues than

it has taken in the past, including review of subsequent

carrier rate increases following competitive responses by

carriers.

However, it is also important to recognize that the

regulatory power over minimum rates could be exercised

in ways which unduly restrict fair competition. Minimum
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pricing stnndordL; must not be employed as "umbrellas"

to protect established firms from each the,: and cfc- 10

potential new competitors. Pother, they must encourage

the substance of competition by permitting liberal

C onditions to complement the liberal entry conditions.

We do not minimize the danger that regulated co,a-

petition could lead to policies of accommodation rather

than of real rivalry. The best protection against this

risk is a general understonding of the policies involved,

and of the principles which should govern in the resolu-

tion of disputes. In such an cnvironewc, it should be

clear to firms considering entry into the field that they

would enter at their risk, with no protection against the

established carriers should the latter react by reducing

their rates towards a prescribed floor.

. 3. UndL .er now cmpetitive uressures an•-

able_pricino- structure can be maintained. Some would ob-

ject to the proposal for geographical rate flexibility on

grounds that the rate structure would thereby be badly

fragmented. We recognize that the introduction of rate

flexibility would very likely force a lowering of rates

in some markets and, conceivably, an increase in others.
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Some would question whether such adjustments would be

widely acceptable and in the public interest.

With respect to private line services we do not

consider this a serious problem. businessmen are accus-

tomed to incurring different costs -- labor, transporta-

tion, materials, taxes, etc. -- depending on location.

Despite uniform tariffs, differential effective rates

have been a forAliar feature of the private -line busi-

ness for many years. Businessmen and the communities

where they opelate should be able to adjust to locational

discounts as well.

Problems of differential pricing based on cost

differences would be more serious in the public message

service. There we have a long tradition of charging

equal rates for standard units of service regardless of

location; and strong objections might be raised IF the

pricing of ordinary telephone service were to vary ac-

cording to the underlying cost characteristics of

specific markets.

•
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B. Suulierp of Private Li_ne Services Both For-
Hire and User-Onc,.d Should Be Permitted to
Interconnect With Each Other and Com-mon
Carrier Private Linc'. Networks Subipct to
ApyropriateStandards Reo.,ardina CorrIpaliyaji ,
and Protection

Restrictions on interconnection with common car-

rier private line systems have boeu a serious handi_cop

to the growth of private systems; for such restrictions

mean that any user system must be self-contained with

its own local loops, terminal gear and other equipment.

We conclude that such interconnection could be a stimu-

lus to competition, diversity, and development; that it

need not pose a serious' threat to system integrity; and

that it could be made consistent with Ole needs of

national security.
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1. interconnection with common carrier private

lines is vital in promoting coxp-2tition without wa5teCul

duplication of facilities. Conceivably, an efficient new

supplier of transmission facilities could bring lines into

individual offices in parallel with those of existing carrie]:s,

and still price the service attractively enough to maintain

LI profitable business. But this outcome, involving obvious

and wasteful duplication of facilities, could hardly be judged

desirable. While such duplication might be more than offset

.by efficiencies in operations elsewhere, the most economic

solution would be to maintain the efficiencies while avoid-

ing the added cost of the duplication. Thus, policy should

be aimed at requiring interconnection with the carriers'

private lines, in order that new entrants be able to gain

access to their own customers.

2. System integrity need not be jeopardized by

such a plicy. In the past, the carriers have opposed

compulsory in on the ground that their network

would be adversely affected by the inputs into it made by a

foreign attachment, whether that attachment is a piece of

User terminal gear or an entire system. Whatever the relevance
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of this concern to the switched n2tu:)rk, it is not as

critical to connection of private lines; in fact., the

carriers already permit private line users to attach their

own terminal gear and protective devices and a recent Bell

tariff offering would permit not-for-hire private systems to

interconnect even into the switched network provided it is

done through Boll-supplied protective and network control

devices and meets certain criteria.

Another fundamental aspect of system integrity invoJves

.management responsibility. The carriers have contended that

unless thu have full and uncompromised responsibility for

service among users, they cannot guarantee high levels of

reliability and quality. If ownership of a particular

service is fragmented in the hands of several entities

interconnected with each other, it is difficult or impossible,

some assert, to establish fault and responsibility when problems

arise. .

Again, the distinction between private line and the

switched network is salient:. In the former, business users

of full-time services are generally knowledgeable buyers.

Since Mc user would be dealing wi th at most only a few
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. ,
entities Lei:ving only the few points to which he is

connected by privaLe line, and since N2! envisage these fcw

entities would have interconnection agreements sw)e.rvised

by thc FCC, the problem of divided responsibility should not 1)0

of decisive importance.

3. Freer entry should be made consistent with the

needs of national 2IS21. for an integrated nationwido system

The growth of long-haul transmission facilities outside the

integrated network poses a question of national security.

If these lines are not compatible with the Bell System, they

would not be part of the pool of circuits available for

alternate routing by the carrier system, and they might

not be as useful if a crisis required a change in normal

routing patterns.

We agree that the further growth of private systems

should be governed by rules taking full account of national

security interests. However, the freedom of established

carriers to meet the specialized carriers challenge through

flexible price competition, makes it most unlikely that

significant portions of our evolving domestic transmission

facilities could not be coordinated with the in system.
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If independent line system arc required to interconnect with

the private line networks of the established carriers, and

maintenance of the integrity of the system is a prerequisite

for interconnection; such lines could be used within the

nationwide network in timo of emergency. We leave it to the

FCC wjth the advice of the Executive Dranch, in passing on

specific applications, to decide whether additional design

or technical constraints on interconnection or requirements

for compatibility should be imposed in the interests of

national security. If the CommLssioa finds that additional

cont;traints arc needed , it should also determine by whom

the cost of adaptation should bo borne.

C. Self. Contained, User-0,:ned Private Systems•
and Terminal Equi,pment Should be Permitted.•,.. • V. 

.1. • • • •

to Interconnect into the Message
Telephone Network Subject to Protection of
System in ter;ri ty by Devolopm:nit and Public a -
Lion of System Stlndards and Where Nec'e,c—lry
Provision of Protection Equipmont

Until now; customer-supplied terminal equipment has been

allowed on private lines, but it has not been allowed on the

switched network unless a protective interface device

(including a modulation/demodulation unit) is provided by the
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. 4.

carrier. One justification for thiJ, distinction has bean

the need to main tam the integrity of the system. Signals

generated by customer supplied terminal equipment on private

lines genc;-ally do not employ the complex switching

apparatus of local exchanges. Use of such customPr-

provided terminol equipment was therefore thought Co

involve less danger of interference uith the integrity of the

system than use of such equipment on the switched network. For

similar reasons, the telephone companies previously pro-

hibited all interconnections of private systems into the

switched network. howevor, thc, FCC has recently declared

illegal the telephone company tariffs containing general

prohibitions against use of customer-owned modulation/

demodulation devices and interconnect5on of private systems

for interstate comnunications. */ The Commission's decision

stated that it was illegal to prohibit devices and interconnec-

tions, in the absence of a showing that they are harmful to

the telephone network.

*/ In re Carterfone, 13 F.C.C. 2d 420 (1968).
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)11 response to the Cocamissiondecision, the telephone

companies have filed new tariffs to permit use of customr-

owned terminal devices and interconnection of private

systems, subject to a number of limitations which the

telephone companies say are necessary to protect the

Integrity of the switched network. These limitations would

require the customer to comply with technical specifications

set forth in the tariff; and to use a protective interface

device and a network control signalling unit supplied by

the telephone company.

These protective wasures, some of which are still

under challenge before the Commission, would appear to reduce

in imporLance the issue of "system in which has lonLr,

been the basis for excluding private equipment and systems

from use with the switched network. If so, the path would

be cleared for the development and use ovcr the sWitched

network of a wider range of terminal devices (particularly

specialized terminal equipment necessary for transmitting

data) and perhaps also of private com%lunications systems.
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D. We Arrree With the Consensus of Views
Presented by the Parties to the Computer
inquiry that Remote-Access Data Pro-
cessinc; or Telepl:occssin Dos not
Presently Ex1̂-iibit Characteristics
JustifyinQ, Comuei)Linsive Pu) ic Utility
Regulation

The filings in the FCC's computer inquiry have illuminated

problems of competition and entry in the field of communication

with and among computers. Although it will be many ro-rnths

before the Commission issues a report, it is not too soon to

comment on the issues of policy raised in this pioneer inquiry.

There has been some talk of nationwidecomputey

utilities." This notion assumes that economies of scale in

computation and the advantages of shared equipment are so

great that: eventually most users will find it °conchae to

procure data processing froki a single central computer, or

perhaps from a few regional computers. Flowever, this vision

of the future overlooks the fact that computer costs arc declining

more rapidly than the costs of long-haul transmission.

Although computer time-sharing will undoubtedly increase

from its present level, the long run balance between the cost of

duplicating data storage facilities and the cost of gaining

access to a central computer favors the first option. Moreover,

•
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teleprocer,sors are far from overcoming the high costs of

managing a time.sharing syMQ1a, especially one that serves

USC) s with diverse processing requirem2nts.

A wide variety of computer services and a healthy pace

of entry exist in this field. At this time, it appears that

all but the most highly specialized computers will be able

to operate at full capacity without seeking a regional or

national market. Under present circumstances, our studies

provide no basis for recomny.!nding the comprehensive

regulation of rates or entry in the computer business on

the basis of public utility principles. Of course, thr,

FCC's comprehensive computer inquiry will provide more

definitive answers, and may reveal specific problem:, requiring

regulatory action. Furth6rmore, s technology continues to

push forward, the factual basis for our current judglieot may

change. But considerable time remains before such issues

become .acute.

1. Under_present circumstances, the telephone. ••••••.41....

companies should not be permitted to offer teleprocessinc,

In our view quite properly, AT&T has disclaimed any interest in

becomNg a data processor. This policy is consistent with the
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principle that its scope of operations should be lit:d ted to

the area for which its public franchise is justified in

this instance, the mnnagement of the integrated pdplic message

communications no and related communications .services.

The econo-mic strength of a protected mnrket should not: be used

to gain advantage in tenuously related competitive markets.

To be sure, this principle might lend to uneconomic

results if thc_! Bell System's new computer-like circuit-

switching system (ESS) were adaiited to perform some data

processing either as a .secondary function or in off-peak

hours. Houever, the ESS, 'designed for the primary function

of analog circuit switching, and with its memory and control

completely occupied by specialized telecommunications

programming, could not be efficiently adopted for general-

purpose data processing. While a policy of excluding the

telephone companies from data processing may require re.-

examination if future generations of computerized switching

centers exhibit enormous economies of scale, it seems sound

for the present.

2. We find no convincing case for extensive regulation

in store-and-forward switching and in hybrid data_processimq

store-nnd-forward switchin services. At some future time,
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the telephone companies' switching computers may become

the most efficient instruments for store-and-forward

switching. A single systems manager may be required for an

interconnected network of store-and-forward switching and

data-processing computers cutting across industry linos.

But the prospect is remote. Certainly it will not Come until

the message telephone system is completely digitized. In

part because of its great expense, computerized store-and-

forward switching has grown up only within single firms,

governmental agencies, or among closely connected entities.

Today, store-and-forward switching is primarily an

incidental feature of teleprocessing services which

already provide lensed line connections between terminals.

Even the few common-user systems provide only in-house

communications, they do not connect terminals belonging

to different customers.

A single store-and-forward carrier would have to

accommodate, on a single set of facilities, terminals

with diverse line-speed, response-time and storage require-

ments. Such diversity would odd to the costs of the

system, offsetting the economies of scale of a single
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supplier. Most firms avoid these.diversity costs through iu-

house or in systems \there limited compatibility

problems arise, and where the user or users association can pro-

vide whatever coordination is necessary. On the basis of our

studies, we cannot conclude that store-and-forward switching

should now be provided by the telephone companies, or that the

numerous firms which provide it need now be regulated as common

carriers. */

The principal complications for policy at this time have

arisen from Western Union's vigorous entry into store-and-forward

switching via the S1C014 and INFOCM offerings **/ and its

desire to provide hybrid data processing/store-and-forward s‘fitch -

ing services. Since neither pure store-and-forward switching nor

hybrid seLvices seem to involve natural-monopoly elements, it is

doubtful that only regulated carriers should be permitted Lo

make such offerings. As discussed more fully in Section IV,

howeVer, we see no reason to exclude Western Union from either

store-and-forward switching or hybrid services.

switching service for data users may
— become a natural monopoly at least within a particular

geographic area. When teleprocessing moves to a separate
digital network with time division swiLching, economies
of scale may become very strong.

**/ SIC014 is a specialized store-and-forward message switch-
ing service for the investment community; INFOCO:i is a
similar service for general business users.
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E. Subject to Appropriate Techntcal Standards,
Line llrokerac;e and Shrin,_; by Conies
Providilv, Store-and-Forward Services as
Well as Line Shaino by Any Privote-Line
Customer) Should bc Permitted

Line sharing and brokerage for purposes of store-and-

forward switching are essential to pronlote promising new

computer services on a competitive basis. Firms that supply

teleprocessing and data retrieval services lease lines from

carriers to connect their customer terminals to a central

computer. Under existing brokerage restrictions, these

firms are forbidden to allow their customers to satisfy a

potentially wide range of communications needs among them-

selves. Relaxation of this restriction would perml_t rcductious

in costs to these customers through more efficient use of

their facilities, and would permit the firms to offer

storc-and-forward switching services using the same

computers.

The line sharing prohibition retards development of

another important function: the collection of individual

signals for transmission to distant terminals. Individual

teleprocessing firms are allowed to collect signals from

authorized-uscr terminals. However, as a consequence
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of the line-sharing prohibition tOo or more firms cannot:

jointly share these lines. */

Since leased lines are not interconnected with the

public message telephone switched network (and with - a fully

interconnected network of store-and-forward switching

computers a remote possibility) there are no overriding

considerations of system in to support the to

prohibitions. Nor do these specialized teleprocessing

netvorks offer a threat of becoming an alternative to

public message telephone service. Even vhen con.suwer

111 teleprocessing services develop (e.g. computerized honking)

they seem destined largely to utilize the switched network,

with the touch-tone telephone in many eases gcnerating the

necessary data signals. Therefore, leased line networks will

remain a costly communications medium limited to users who

exchange large amounts of data, while the telephone network

will remain indispensable for general purpose two-way

communications.

Authorized users are customers of the firm leasing a
line from the carriers. Authorized users are alloed
to use the line for communication with the lessee,
but not with one another or even between 1)ranche5 of
their own organizations.
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A more subsLantial concera underlying the tra-

ditional resLrictions on sharing, resale or subdivisioa

of private lines is fear of line arbitrage which would

erOde the carriers quantity discount tariffs. If a

middleman could buy in bulk at the Telpak rate and resell

to small users, a pricing structure which discriminates

in favor of large Users could be seriously eroded. But

we cannot: regard this a major problem. In fact, the

erosion of such price discritqlnarion may be a desirable

result of our recommendations for competitive opportunity.

By the same token, we find no persuasive reasons for

placing limitations on the sharing, brokering, or channcliz-

fng of individual private lines in order to achieve more

efficient use of these lines.

We understand that AT&T is planning to file in

January 1969 a new tariff inrluding modifications in line

sharing restrictions. Presumably the FCC will reach

conclusions about line sharing and brokerage in its current

computer inquiry.
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III. OPPORTLUTTIES FO1 EiMARGED ACCESS TO THE MARKET

FOP, CO=NICATIONS EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE E} P1

Progress in the development and manutz,cture of

communications equipment is clearly an important con-

dition of progress in the provision of communications

service. While experience in providing service is a

stimulus to the development of equipment, the service

in the end cannot be better than the equipment used in

providing it. National commun.ications policy should be

concerned that every potentiality for improvemc.nt in

equipment is fully explo4ed.

The telephone industry is characterized by a

structure of vertical integration. Western Electric, a

wholly owned affiliate of ATA, supplies nearly all the

equipment (either through direct manufacture or through

outside purchase) to the rest of the Bell System. A

parallel relationship exists between General Telephone

and Electronics and its manufacturing affiliate Automatic

Electric.

The question has frequently been raised about

whether these kinds of affiliations are most conducive

to technological advance, good service commensurate with
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necds of users, and lcm cost ln addressing this question

we find a number of conflici- il!g argum2nts.

On one hand, carriers argue that afiiliation with

manufacturers is justified by special considerations of

efficiency, research, and development, which do not apply

in other industries -- where comparable ties are forbidden.

In particular, Bell officials maintain that the quality

of communications service ifl the U.S. -- unmatched any-

where in the world -- is mnde possible by the fact that

the Bell System closely coordinates research, developl ,ent,

design, m9nufacture, and operations. They point out that:

it is the teamiork among the Bell Laboratories, westeril

Electric, the operating companies and the Long Lines

division that has yielded the optimum results in service

to customers -- as measured by costs, quality and prcupt

availability of services.

Moreover, the affiliation with Western Electric

does not foreclose participation by competitive firms.

Of the approximately billion in annual sales by Western

Electric to the rest of the Boll System, about one-half

represents procurement by Western Electric of supplies,

materials and equipment on a competitive basis from out-

side firms.
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On the other hand, concern.i,J expressed in some quar-

ters that even if operating companies were required by law

or company policy to purchase by competitive bidding, the

intimate relationship between the operating and manufactur-

ing arms of each system would make it difficult for outside

suppliers to make their maximum contribution. And somc

question the degree to which potential manufacturers are

deterred from attempting grez;ter access by the structure of

ownership in the industry.

In addition, the historical pattern of vertical int.c-

gration poses a problem under the Sherman Act to which

manufacturers of communications equipment, unlike carriers,

are subject.

In the very brief time available to the Task Force,

we have found mixed and only fragmentary evidence relating

to the effects of vertical integration on innovation and

market behavior. For example, in sectors of the industry

where entry is free, notably in satellite communications,

manufacturers not affiliated with any carrier have made very

substantial technological breakdiroughs. At the same time,

the manufacturing ties of telephone carriers may well have

contributed to their impressive past performance.

In theory, the carrier's control of manufacturing
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could lead to a variety or undesirable consequences, such

as uneconomic pricing, inctdquate response to oppol-Lunities

for innovation, and inef ,-Iciency. We have no convincing

evidence that the performance of the principal manufacturer,

Western Electric, has exhibited these tendencies. NOrCover,

we lacked the time and resources required to seek meaning-

ful comparisons, taking into account all the relevant factors,

between Western Electric's profi.ts and performance and those

of independent firms.

Dissolution of the ownership tics between Eell and

Western Electric has sometimes been suggested as the best

way of obtaining the full benefits of diversity and competi-

tion for the industry, ln view of time constraints, we

have not had the opportunity to study this question in depth

or to evaluate critically the arguments that an extensive

degree of vertical integration is necessary. On the basis

of the limited studies which our timetable has permitted,

we are not in a position to make a firm recommendation on

the question one way or the other.

It is, of course, outside our competence to express

a legal judgment on the AT&T-Western Electric tie. That

issue must be left to the Justice Department and to the

courts.
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The question of dissolution aside, vie favor -;(*.Cess

by outside suppliers to the widest extent feasible. For

the lesson of experience in most industries is that

innovation is a function of diversity and competitive

pressure. While. the high degree of automation and require-

ments for system design once placed the telephone industry

apart from the rest of the economy, these characteristics

now typify other industries as well. With the convergence

of communications and computer technology and the growth of

the aerospace industry,' a number of firms have potential

II! as innovators and manufacturers in the field of advanced

communications equipmc.'nt.

We believe that public policy, and enlightened

company policy, should seriously explore every possibility

of enlarging opportunities for competitive access to the

mnrket for communications equipment, beyond the resent

level of outside market procurement by the carrier

affiliates. Clearly, it is in the public interest to make

certain that where and uhen competition can provide such

carriers with equipment that meets compatibility, technical

and operational standards, and that it is less expensive

•
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than the equipwcnt of an affiliated manufactuier, the

carder should purchase accordingly.

This implies that: inforcoatjon on future procurcmnts

be made as widely available as is practicable. It 'implies

also that when systems have passed through the develop-

ment stage, stable components, where feasible, be

broken out for procurement in the open market.

IV. INSTITUTIONAL AND REGULATORY CHANGES WITH RESPECT
TO THE OPERATIONS OF WESTERN UNION APPEAR DESIW.nE

A.
Sex vicc , Co s t Re clue Li on s are Essential. —
Par tin1 C OflL)li on of this SeYv ice with
the Pof; t Of ficc Sh be_ E%plored

Western Union is now principcilly engaged in four

related fields of activity -- the provision of a public

message telegraph service (PMS), a teletypewriter exchange

service (Telex), private line services, and an increasjnLJy

active role in teleprocessing. As is well known, its

public message service has been declining in volume.

Although other factors have played a role in the decline,

the reduction of rates for long distance telephone service

relative to the constantly increasing rates for telegraph

service is one of the paramount causes of its pre sent
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. ,
cohdition. Since that trend is likely to continue, we doubt

that PMS as presently organized has a bright future.

Among the possibilities for strengthening PMS,

perhaps the most: promising would involve partial consolidation

of telegraphic services with the U.S. Post Office. */ If

the public message service were to have a service counter

in all or most local post offices, the cost could be less

than Western Union presently incurs in maintaining its

own offices. Yet the coverage would be much greater

beCOUSO the number of post offices is More thin double

the nutilber of telegraph offices. Moreover, consolidation

of PMS 's messenger crew with the Post Office's

much larger force might result in additional saving3.

We have not attempted to explore the many questions

of detail that must be resolved prior to even a limited

consolidation of postal and telegraph services. We are

convinced, however, that it is a realistic and attractive

objective whose consideration should bc a matter of high

priority.

*/ Some small-scale tests have been made of the use of
special delivery mail for the delivery of telegrams
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If the public m2ssage service cannot be reinviorated

through a cost-reducing consolidation, the abandonment of

the service would merit serious consideration. No doubt,

should nationwide PMS disappear, a record service would

continue to be offered among the larger cities. The

fundamcntal question, therefore, is whethor we ascribe to

telegraph service the same values as telephone service

a service whose wideFpread availability is sufficiently

important to justify financial support, through rate

.averaging, in sparsely populated areas from prosperous

heavily travelled routes.

B. Western Union's Status as thc! Supplier of
w . • •

PMS Deserves Further Study

A question, separate from 'the viability of the public

message service, is whether Western Union should continue as

its supplier -- either through its own offices, or as a co-

venturer or co-tenant of the Post Office. Although

Western Union has been less than enthusiastic about PMS's

prospects, it does see a minor role for the service in its

own plans for becoming an integrated record carrier. As

Western Union's modernization program progresses during the

•
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1970's, an incieasing povtion of PMS traffic iJ.1 move over

the Telex network; and the two services will share with

We Unica's data processing customers the store-and-

forwaid switching capabilities of its new computers. These

plans suggest that econoffljes would cxist in providing the

public message service jointly with Western Union's other

offerings. One of the most useful findings that might come forth

from a FCC's impending investigation of Western Union is

whether, in fact, PMS is most efficiently provided over these

facilities.

The notion of a public message service implies public

utility regulation. But Western Union's data processing

ambitions have taken the company into competitive areas.

Some have questioned whether Western Union will be able to

amortize its $800 million investment in computers unless

it is permitted to use them for data processing and

informqtion retrieval services. In addition, the store-

and-forward switching market, which it has already entered,

is likely to be competitive; and there are large economies

in offering this service jointly with data processing.

Even CeletypewrIter exchange service tiny no longer be

411 monopolistic, if customers may in the future have thr,
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competitors in teleprocessing. The ddnger:, to fair ard

effective competition froal its entry into competitive

markets are accordingly far loss than in the case of the

telephone ,companies. The public message telegraph service

and Telex, Western Union's monopoly markets, (assuming it

acquires TWX), simply do not confer substantial market

power, due to the ready substitutability of other services

(telephone, in the case of PMS,.dataphone using telet)pe-

writers or facsimile in the case of Telex-TOX). Any

monopoly power presently possessed by Tele;:.-TWX may be

eroded by the alteruatives arising under AT&T's proposed

new tariff dealing with the connection of private tele-

typewriter and facsimile equipment to the telephone not--

work through its interface device.

Perhaps Western Union has some advantage over potential

competitors in that it controls its own transmission lines;

but if our suggestions on interconnection and line brokerage

are adopted, those competitors will be able to subdivide

bulk capacity lensed from Bell or build their own trans-

mission links. With multiplexing equipmont to concentrate

messa ios for long distance transmission over these lines,
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they mi3ht be (Able to achieve the sl-o

mies as Western Union- */

transmission CCOA0-

D. Ifwestern Union Continues to Provide Public.  _  _ _ _ . _ _ . , . _ . . _
Nessricre c.;ervice the rtr_coT.-:.mn.dtions of the_
FCC for Consolidatinr?. Telex crild TwX Appear
Sound

If Western Union conLinues to provide MS, the con-

solidation of AT&T's service and westevli Union's Tele::

service under western Union proprietorship seems justifi-

able. No economic case exists for maintaining two separaLc

S ervices.

whether or not transfer cd- TyX to Western Union is

ultimately concluded, full interconnection 1):?tween

Telex and a modernized public message telegraph service

network is desirable. If user tcrininnls are permitted to

interconnect into common carrier networks, subject to

appropriate conditions, the consolidation of TwX and Telex

would not seriously reduce the overall level of co.opetition.

At the same time it would reduce the level of duplication

(for some companies now have TX and Telex machines side

western Union presently obtains leased linos fro51
under special non-tariff contract arrangements at
lo;7er rates than the unerol tariff for lensed lines
available to non-franchised teleprocessing carrici-s.
Establishing conditions for effective co7petition in
telcprocessinc; Pay rLciuje rev5ew of this policy.
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by side), and it might contfibute to the longer-run finan-

cial strength of Westel:n Union.

E. Further Study of Western Union's Alternp,tive
Futures is Clearly Warranted

Western Union sees an imporLant role in its future as

a prototype supplier of competitive teleprocessing services.

And the acquisition of TUX by Western Union has much to

commend it. Teletypewriter exchange customei:s would Le

managed by the carrier that has shown the greatest interest

in promoting its developmonl-, pnd wasteful duplication would

be avoided. But the merger of TWX into Telex is not the

• only way of achieving the full interconnection that would be

its primary benefit.

Ultimately, the question of Wcsiern Union's future in

the regulated sector of the communications industry turns

on issues of fact that should be resolved in the FCC inquiry.

The root question remains: are rms and teletypewriter ex-

change complementary to the message switching and Ocita pro-

cessing services on which Western Union has staked its

future? If a teletypewriter exchange network remains viable,

would it still confer monopoly power sufficienL to justify

the costs of regulnLiOn?

A negative answer to these questions would suggest

th-it serious consideration be given to solutions which would
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enable Western Union to move forward in teleprocess in;,

while locating its regulated coo:munications servicc.s

elsehere.

The situation is further .complicated by possible de-

velopments in the international field. If a single inter-

national transmission entity is formed, as we recommend in

Chapter Two, a new role may develop for Western Union in

the provision of service functions previously perforiaed by

the international record carriers. Certainly such develop-

ments should be taken into account by the Commission and the

Congress in their future deliberations about the evolving

structure of the dome:,tic and international industries.

411 V. EFFECTIVE REGULATIW, AND EFFECTIVE IMPLE-
MENTATION OF THE POLICIES PROPOSED RE RE,
REQUIRE SYRENGlEENED CAPABILITIES BOTH IN
THE FCC AND IN THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH

A. Repulation of the Inteurated Comilon Carrier
Communications Network Remains Necessary.
It Should be Modernized CerCain Omissions
in the Communications Act of 1934 Should
bC Redressed, and More Stress in Recrulatory
Policy Should be Placed on Responsive••• • •• •-•.. • • • •-•• 

• • ••••• • •••- •ina_Pra_ctices, Incentives for Cost Reduccion
and Reliance on Market Incentives

The Communications Act of 1934 is the basic charter of

the communications industry and of communications policy. It

was based on studies rid e during the twenties and early

thirties, and addressed to a communications industry as

•
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archaic, compared to moJcl:u media, as the horseless car-

riage is to the jet pinne.

To be sure, the statute has proved capable of adcipl:a-

tion. It has had some of the desirable flexibility of

constitutional provisions, as the FCC has grappled with

one after another of the problems of revolutionary change.

However, the Commission has endured periods of travail,

as it sought tc. resolve difficult and highly contoo.ious

disputes, in carrying out policies dimly articulated and

directed to c onditions no longer prevalent. ••;:/

In 1934, the communications industry consisted of

disconnected sectors, each endowed with considerable degrees

of monopoly power. The distinction between voice z,,n0 record

service is fading. Traditional telegraph service is in

economic difficulty. And the telephone network is experienc-

ing the flood tides of change involving private line and

other specialized services, computer interconnections, com-

plex relationships with vaious forms of television trans-

mission, and future accommodations to the use of satellites.

.*/ he other adminLstrative bodies, it has a number of
fundamental problems of the utmost importance to the
development of the administrative process. Mose are
issues being examined by the Administrative Conference
of the United StaLes. Our observations are coafinL.0
to substPnLive issues of regulatory policy within the
scope of our mandate.
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Today, the industry is a dynaillic combination of

competitive and monopoli_sLic mz.Lrkets, all related, and

all going through processcs of rapid transformation.

We cannot predict how the balance will evolve be-

tween competitive and the monopolistic elements of the

industry. At present, responsible public policy should

be directed toward maintaining ad modernizing traditional

methods for regulating the monopoly sector of the industry

the integrated network of public message telephon ser-

vices -- while prudently releasing the competitive cnerL,ies

of the industry elsewhere.

B. The Corirmnicat-ions Act of 1934 Reouires
Corta)n Aondir.cliLF1 in a RPpidly Chanc,inc,
Technolor,iccl Environment in Order to
Make Effective Rrc,ulation Possible

The basic principle of regulation in the telephone

industry -- as well as in most other regulated industries

is the limitation of the company to a "fair rate of return"

on its investment. The rationale for controlling profits

is clear and compelling. One would judge a situation highly

inequitable if owners and managers could reap disproportionate

profits as a consequence of monopoly power derived from a

411 public franchise.
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In reaching conclusions as to a fair return on the

fair value of a carrier's rate base, even under the

sophisticated and elastic tests of modern Supreme Court

cases, the work of the FCC would obviously be incomplete

if it had no voice over the composition of the rate base.

We emphasize that the Commission should not trespass on

the managerial functions of the carrier. But its regula-

tory functions require an adequate opportunity to review

the major investments Which constitute the interstate rate

base.

In a capital-intensive industry like telecommunica-

tions, construction and other investment programs are the

most important determinants of overall costs. Under Sec-

tion 214 of the Communications Act of 1934, FCC approval

was made a requirement for new lines and extensions. Today,

however, large investments exist in non-line equipment.

Manifestly, rational regulatory policy requires that the

FCC have adequate opportunity to review these investments

too, in passing on the entire rate base. We recommend that

the FCC, and if necessary, the Congress, take whatever steps

are required to accomplish this goal.
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To assure interconnection under reasonable terms,

the FCC should have full jurisdiction over intercarrier

agreements. At present ambiguity exists about the au-

thority of the Commission to compel AT&T to provide

facilities to Western Union and to regulate the terms of

private contract agreements reached between the carriers.

The Cowmission has concluded that it lacks clear authority

to require AT&T to provide communications facilities to

Western Union other than to provide a joint service to

the public. In the past the FCC requested enabling legis-

lation, which we support, to correct this jurisdictional

defect. Norc generally, the authority of the FCC should

be made broad enough both to order any carrier to lease

or interconnect its facilities to another carrier system

on appropriate terms, and to supervise the terms and con-

ditions of such intercarrier agreements.

•
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Dynamic Rooulotory Policy Should Cuz-trd

A(ainst CcrUain RestrIctive Tend,mcies

inhorent in the Concept of "Fair Rate_ . . . _ . . . . _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . _ . _ . . _ .  . . _  . _ . . _ . _ _ . . _
of Return"

Regulation dopending vainly on rules for limiting

profit: can inhibit incentives for cost reduction. When a

firm is both limited to a fair rate of return and has the

opportunity to set prices in monopoly markets that \i]
l

achieve a fair return, it may not be under strong pressure

to reduce costs. Cost reduction would increase its rate

of return, prox.pting the regulatory agenc
y to require

lower pricc3. On th2 oth(2.r hond, if the firm is incrficient,

the prospect of a fair rvt_c of return, a
nd the avail;-.1:)ility

of secure market's from which to obtain such a return
, may

provide protection rather than penalty.

Those issues constitute one of the fundamental chal-

lenges to policy in the field of regulated monopoly. With

the inducements and external pressures that exist in com-

petitive industries, either with respect to internal ef-

ficiency or external domand, it is difficult for a regu-

latory agency to gauge whether a firm is operating at

maximum efficiency and providing a full range of services,

at prices that most satisfy the public interest. This is
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stimulating good performance and in jnhibitinL; excessjve

cxploitption of monopoly positions.

Nevertheless, regulatory z-igencics have not fully

exploited Choir capacity to use rate regulation Illagina-

Lively as an incentive for cost reduction. )11 terms of

legal juri-ldiction, regulatory agencies have broad p01/4?or

to devise regulatory stanOards that provide adequate in-

centives for efficiency. They can disallo! costs, forbid

new investments, compel abcmdonments of service,

revoke a compcmy's license to operate. But these poors

arc rarely exe)ciscd, partly because the absence of yc,f.d-

sticks in monopoly industrics makes it difficult to detect

inefficiency, and partly because the small size of regula-

tory staffs forces them to concentrate on traditional

regulatory functions.

In our judgment, the main problems of regulatory

policy in the future will not be the control of profits

as such, important as this issue will continue to be, but

management of the interplay between the competitive and the

monopoly elements in a mnnner that promotes internal tech-

nical and operating efficiency, and exploits fully new
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opportunities -- such as the computer revolution, the

groth of other nc and existing services, and the

emergence of domestic satellites.

In treating these issues, the FCC should make fuller

and more sustained use of its poaer to initiate and con-

duct long-range studies of the industry. That power is

among the most important available to any regulatory body.

Long-range studies of high quality such as some conducted

by the FIT and the FTC could provide a desirable catalyst:

both in company and in FCC policies. The Industry mjght

be led to experiment: with promotional rates and other

technical and service innovations.

The FCC should explore promising methods of Incentive

regulation. As the Commi'ssion acquires experience in

appraising the performance of the regulated firms through

long-range studies and shorter term reviews, it may be able

to perfect a system of regulation under which the carrier's

profit rewards are geared to its accomplishments in re-

ducing costs and improving service. However, such a system

would be equitable only if cost and technology trends ex-

ternal to the firm's own performance can be factored out -
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a tnik which requires substantially more technical re-

SOUrCeS than prcsent budgets permit

Finally, it is important to remember that the rate

of return among regulated carriers is generally low): than

that of mnufacturing industry in the aggregate. */

this discrepancy is justified

in part

on grounds that the carriers

are in a protected, relatively low risk position sucl-; that

a "fair rote" of return is judged by regulators to be lover

than that for normnaly coalpetitive enterprise. If addi-

tional competitive pressures are introduced along th-

lines reconded in this chapter, we ou30 expect thr, FCC

to take this additional factor into account: in fixing the

allowable rate of return in the future.

D. In Certain Cses the Traditional Approach to
Pricinc. CoLAunications Services Should
Altered. The Burden of Proof Regarjing. Cost

bT3-13-1.a-ccd
the carrier

As we indicated earlier, the traditional approach to

pricing communications services by adopting uniform tariffs

System profits (net of taxes and interest) •
— as a percentage of net. assets -c're 5.797„ compared to

6.907, for manufacturing enterprise in the aggiosaLe.

•
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within a regulatory jurisdiction based upon aggregate

system-vide costs is not consistent with permitting cnLry

into specific private line markets on on economic basis.

As a result, the traditionally broad conceptions of com-

munications markets must give way to more direct considera-

tions relating to the cost and demand characteristics of

specific markots. The levels of aggregation and averaging

must be broken apart so that pricing practices can become

more responsive to particular market situations.

This change in pricing policy requires that both the

carriers and the regulatory agencies devote considerable

attention to determinations of the cost and demand character-

istics of specific markets. In particular, the carriers

must be expected to justify their pricing responses to

competition by analyses or cost and demand characteristics

of the particular markets where the competition exists.

Correspondingly, the activities of the Commission with

respect to pricing should be expanded. It should not base

its decisions on jurisdiction-wide analyses, because such

.an approach may result in accommodation of umbrella pricing

practices. Neither can it proceed passively, thereby
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risking an accommodation of non-.compensatory pricing.

The Commission must acquire the staff capability to

undertake continuing independent studies of cost, demand

and market structure characteristics. In addition, the

Commission should encourage further experimentation with

rate struciures and service conditions as a means of

developing greater knowledge of price elasticities and

demand characteristics.

E. The FCC Requires an Expanded Staff Capability

In order adequately to deal with these problems as

now perceived, the FCC's Common Carrier Bureau should bc

strengthened. The annual budget for the entire ColidAlission

including all of its responsibilities in both common carrier

and broadcasting is currently only about $20 million. The

Common Carrier Bureau is staffed by less than 100

professionals and the entire Commission has only about 70

more employees than it had 20 years ago.

F. A Stronpor Executive Branch Role is Required
to Coniplement the Work of the FCC 

_
_ _

If the Executive Branch is to contribute effectively

to sound systems planning in the communications industry,

it should develop a competence which at present it lacks.
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Chapter Nine sets out our recommandations on this iLper-

tant subject.

The new capability within the Executive Branch should

include the capacity to engage in a variety of advisory and

policy activities. It should have resources for corruclinica-

tions systems analysis, and for long-range economic and

technological forecasting. Accordingly, the new entity

could become a valuable partner of the FCC through many

informal consultations on policy and operational problems,

and a valuable participant in regulatory proccedinL,s,

particularly if it is permitted to appear independently

before the Commission in appropriate cases.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES FOR TELEVISION

INTRODUCTION AND SMNARY

There is no need to belabor the critical importance

of the revolution in broadcasting among the revolutions in

communications accomplished during the last two generations.

For radio and television have accomplished a mutation in

the way we live. The average Am2ricnn family has its tele-

vision set turned on for more than six hours a day. With

this intensity of e::posure, there are raised problevl of

structural pluralism and diversity which go to the very

essence of our ideals of freedom.

Television is of special importance to government.

It is the largest single user of one of the most valuable

portions of the spectrum, the very high frequency (VHF) and

ultra high frequency (UPJF) bonds. And its development has

often posed difficult problems of interpreting the Communi-

cations Act of 1934, especially during the last few years.

pluralism and diversity in the structure of the industry have

been contentious issues of communications policy for many
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years. The pressure and proLaise of change -- both in tech-

nology and in public policy -- have given these problems new

dimensions during the recent past.

The potential for diversity in television has never

been greater. The central challenge over the next decade

will be to achieve a balanced and harmonious adaptation of

traditional regulatory policies to new technologies and now

initiatives, in order to allow this potential to be fulfilled.

Cable television and satellite comalunication services aro

.import -,at among the technological changes which press hard

110 upon the structure of the industry, and upon older concepts

of regulatory policy; the evolution of educational and other

special inteIest television, and the impetus to that develop-

ment implicit in the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, are

conspicuous among the new initiatives.

A. We Should Seek as a Major Goal a Television
Industry so Structured that a Wide Vraiety of
Needs Interests and Tastes can be Ac'hievod
at Low Cost Both to the User and to the Viewor..••••••••••••••••••....-

At the outset, it is desirable to describe briefly the

kind of structure for the industry that national policy has

long sought to achieve. In t112 Federal Communications Act,

Congress directed the FCC to "encourage the larger use of

411 radio in the public interest." Although the terms are vague,
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win practice they have been interpreted to define idely

accepted set of objectives.

First. The structure of the industry should ma 1:0 it_  _

possible to cater to as wi.do a variety of tastes as possible,

the tastes of small audiences and m-ass audiences, of culLural

minorities and of cultural majorities. Ours is a pluralistic

society, in culture as well as in the ethnic origins and

the life-styles of its people. A medium of expression as

pervasive as television should reflect and enrich this

.cultural pluralism.

Second. Television should serve as varied as possible_ _ _

an array of social functions, not only enterLainimmt and

advertising, important as they are, but also informltion,

education, business, culturo, and political expression.

Third. Television should provide an effective moans

of local expression and local advertising, to preserve the
•

values .of localism and to help build a sense of community,

both locally and nationally.

Four Lb. To promote these ends, the cost of access to

the broadcast medium for individunls or groups who desire

access to viewers should be as low as possible.



Fifth. Television has become so fundamntal a medium•••••••••••••••

of communication in our society that we must seei to wake it

available to as many people as possible, rural as well ,as.

urban, poor as well as affluent. Hence, unnecessary cost:

barriers to viewing should be avoided.

Sixth. The fundamental values of a democratic

pluralistic society require that, within the limits of the

spectruill, and of economft realities, policy should guard

against e;xessive concentration in the control of com-

munications media.

In balancing and reconciling these goals it is helpful

to examine the present structure of the television medium,

to estimate potentialities for achieving a structure offer-

ing more opportunities for diversity, and to outline the

conditions requisite to achieving that potential, without

undue cost or the sacrifice of other policy objeCtives.

Unliko other media, television presently provides••.••• ••• • +•.• ••• • •••••••• • • ••••••• • ••• ••• ••••• ••• • •••• ••••••• • • • • •••••••.. ••• • • •••••• •• • • • • w • •.•-• •••• •••• •••• ••••

relatively uniform uograms, from a limited number of

sources. The core of American television is a group of nearly

600 stilt:10.1s (out of 680 in all) affiliated with one or another

of the three national networks. Of the non-affiliated stations,
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many depend primarily on material purchased from the national

netvorks. These network offerings are supplem,ated by those

of local stations of various types, particularly those of

the non-commercial educational stations.

The television industry has not yet achieved a diversity

and variety in programming comparable Lo that of book or

magazine publishing, radio, or movies. The situation is roughly

analogous to that of the movie industry prior to the 7950's.

Before that time, four or five large studios provIded most of

the films, and generally aimed at the largest possible nationnl

and in audiences for each film. Their policies

have been altered by the growth of independent film makers

and distributors who cater to specialized tastes and in

and, in many instances, to much sm- iler markets.

Television holds great hope as a vehicle for local,

community or even neighborhood communications. Americans

arc El mobile people, and sound communication policy should

be able to make a major contribution not only in deepen-

ing the sense of nationalunity, but especially in bind-

ing together local areas as true communities. No aspect of

communications policy is more important than mon sures or
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arrangements which Vould permit: or encourage the growth of

communications of all kinds within localities: the discus-

sion of local issues; contact with local or rcional political

leaders; tapping local talents; the use of local resourcos in

education, technology, sports, and expression of all sorts of

local interests.

In addition, the prevailing pattern of programming,

addressed to the broad audience, is not designed to -?et the

concerns of minority groups. Additionnl television chnnels

and facilities dedicated to their problem, and to the cxpJ7es-

sioa of their concerns, talents and sensibilities are of

critical importance to the most fundawental of our nntional

policies -- the fulfillment of our comAtment to achieve for

disadvantaged minorities equality of opportunity and the full

enjoyment of American life.

But the potentialities of television go far' beyond

their development as a vehicle for self-expression by minori-

ties or distinguishable subgroups who now lack communira-

tion media of their own. The number and heterogeneity of

books and magazines in this country, and of museums, musical

groups, and organizations devoted to every conceivable hobby,

sport, and cultural interest attest to the existence of
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audiences which might voleomo the cksvelopment of speelnli%cd

national or r(T,Ioarl pogramq clvoted to special interests. At

anothr level, wo have only scratr.hed the surface of tele-

vision's potentialities in education -- in instruction, in

professional training, and in adult education. And promising

though very limited applications of Lc- lc-vision have bccrn madi

in support: of govenmental programs both at th,:: national and

at the local levcl. For example, television might: be an effec-

tive way to diffusc knowledge about job training and employment

if reLular services of this kind can be given Sufficient chLun3

time.

2. For our i,oals to be satjsficd oil a sio,nificnnt

scaleA..a. low-cost_multi-chmncil capability u.rn- be requirec.

in order to exploit thc, potentialities for diversity and local-

ism in television to satisfy those kinds of needs, several

conditions must be mat. First, the broadcasting i; ,stem

IiitTht possess the capacity to bring a significantly larger

number of different television signals into the home

than is now the case -- although the precise number,

which depends on local conditions and riods, cannot now be

specified. Second, access to the medium must be readily

available to many potential users of liNited resources. The
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cost of broadcasting to the user is, of course a crucially

impol-tant: factor. To the extent that a television signal

cannot be delivered other than ov'er a broad area, as is

generally true today, the natural inclination of the broad-

caster attempting to cover his costs is to appeal to the com-

mon interests of the residents of the entire area rather

than to the special interests of a noigliborhood, a precinct,

or a small but scattered interes1 group within the broader

area. Thus, the broadcasting system should be structured

•to enable pin-pointing the desired audience for a particular

411 signal or to reach the smaller group within the broader area

at a reasoirAple cost. Finally, since television has much to

offer to the poor or disadvantaged, costs to viewers should be

-kept as low as possible.

B. The Purpose of this Chapter is to Indicate•••• • ••••••*. ••••- • • 
••Way in Which Technological and Business_ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ Developments Plus Regulatory Policy Could

Contribute to Our Coals.

•



Under existing conditions of Ce-LinoloL,y and cost, the

evolution of the industry tov:ards a pattern of broad -ranging

'diversity is difficult to envision. Although other factors are

also involved, the most basic considerations are (i) the high

cost of cst:ahl: slung an ovar-the-air broadcast station; (2) the

absence of cost-reducing innovation in designing and mnrketing

programming materials and (3) the dependence of commercial station

on advertising revenues, and of non-commercial stations on publi(

funds and voluntary contributions. These factors together explain

why many UU allocations have not been exploited, why the per-

formance of many educational stations has generally been weak

and, more basically, why television is today viewed largely as

a mass-audicnce

We consider a variety of measures which have boon put for-

ward as possible contributions to the goal of diversity. These

include low-power UHF stations; pay TV; federal assistance to

defray some of the costs of facilities and programming of the

non-commercial stations, perhaps lending to a new non-commercial

network guided by the Public Broadcasting Corporation; and the

possible Oevelopment of a fourth commercial network.

1. We conclude_th[Lt_the_di.s.tribution of tele-

vision to the home via cable is a promisinP avenue to diversity.

We conclude that one of the most promising avenus to

diversity is the distribution of television to the hon!c. by
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means of cable. Cable television has developed because. it has

been able to offer two services for which people are willing to

pay: access to more stations than arc available over-the-air

through normal roof-top antenna and a clearer signal than is

often available over the air. Cable television c(i.n provide all

abundance of channels at a relatively low cost per channel; it

is potentially well adapted to selective distribution to par-

ticular audiences, even if they are scattered throuhout a

city or area; it provides an effective vehicle for raising

money to support television from the viewers themselves (through

subscription fees), thereby increasing the resources available

for the support of additional programming; and it is already a

thriving business able to prosper without governmntol subsidy

or protection. Cable systems now serve some three million sub-

scribers, out of some 58 million homes equipped with television.

2. We recommend that poliD, be desicrned to ensure an

adequate level of service over the air without inhibitinc,

unduly the growth of cable television.

To be sure, unregulated expansion of cable television

could involve serious social costs. Those who cannot afford or

prefer not to pay the cable subscription fee, or those_ who

cannot be economically served by cable, or have portable

television sets, would be injured if the spread of cable

transmission so eroded the base for over-the-air service that
the service would he destroyed or radically diminished in
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coverage. Such prospects seem unlikely. Nonetheless, we

believe that those prospects should be acknowledged and that

essential safeguards be designed to ensure an adequate level

of free over-the-air service without unduly retarding the pro-

mising expansion of cable television in accordance with con-

sumer preferences.

The emergency of cable television as a mnjor dtstributor

of informP,tion and entertainment will raise problems relating

to control of and access to individual cable systems. Insofar

as cable television companies oriinate programs, or bring in

signals not otherwise available in the locality, they compete

with existing broadcasters, and thus present complex issues

of conflict of interest and market control. We note these as

serious issues which deserve continuing attention by Congress,

the Justice Department and the FCC. Attention should also be

paid to conflicts of interest that might arise from multiple

nationwide ownership of cable systems as well as cable owner-

ship by television networks, movie producers and distributors,

local television stations, and publishers of national magazines.

And we note the problem of delineating conditions of access to

cable systems by prospective users, and the possibility that

some day the imposition of partial common carrier status on

cable television systems may be found necessary.
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3. We anticipate an  c::paild(,d role for governm2nt and For

the Coiporation for Public Broadcastinr,. Finally, we conclude

that rapid and effective exploitation of TV's potential for

serving important: public purposes requires that the Executive

Branch assume greater promotional responsibflities, and in par-

ticular explore with local and sVaLe authorities promising

possibilities for pilot programs for Community television

in disadvantaged areas, and that the Corporation for Public

BroadcaEl.ing play a leading role in programm[ng innovations.

II. THE HISTORY OF BROATYASTING INDICATES THAT Call'LETE
RELIANCE CUNOT BE PLACED ON A SYSTEM OF LOM
OVER-INE.A1R STATIOS TO ACHIEVE OUR COALS

A. The_Rogu)A.ton.pf.....11io_onjhe_Ba.pl:s_of_the_Loc.a.1
Station Concept Limits trie Program Choices Avail-
able to the Listener

The present structure for broadcasting was foreshadowed

in the 1920's during the early days of radio. The shortage

of radio frequencies, and attendant risks of intdrference

among broadcasting stations led to the imposition of a cowpre-

hensive fedora] licensing scheme. The premises and methods

of this regulatory design wore carried over to television

essentially unchanged.

Under the Federal Radio Act of 1927, which in this

regard vas substantially re-enacted in the Communications

Act of 1934, the Federal Co.pmunications Commission was assigned
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responsjbjlity for determining the numb..r of trao,,H;tt-ers and

approving locatjons, frequencies, powers, types of antrmnoc and

hours of operation. Decisions of this kind have rep:ce!-,ented

a balance between technical alternatives and public policy.

Specifically, thu were designed to ensure that brondcaE.iing

stations served particular cities and communities, and were

allowed only enough power to COW)" a particular F.YOC.

The concept of a nationwide scheme of local stations

produced a relatively largo number of individual stations for

the nation, but relatively few accessible broadcast signr11. 

for the individual listener. If high-powed regional or

national stations had been preferred to the local station

scheme, a larger number of signals, and, accordingly, a

variety of program choices 'would have been availzsblc to most

listeners, but at a sacrifice in the number of local stations

in each area.

B. The....2:1..i:stozy_of Telovisi.on Regulatory Policy 11,cs
Been M,Irl-ed by a Search For Diversity in Telr,vic-inn- •
Profraolmino. Within A System Based on Local Over-
the-Air Stations

•

When television became commercially feasible in the

1940's, it posed thornier problems of regulatory policy ond

industry structure than had radio. A television channel requiro:-,
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far more bandwidth (or spect:rum space) than a radio chi unci

In the only per Lion of spectru:1 usable for television broad-

casting in its early days, the VHF band, there is room for only

12 television channels. Moreover, adjacent channel interference,

as well as interference between transmitters using the same

channel in adjacent cities, prevented the assignment of more

than a few channels within each locality°

As the industry grew in the years immediately following

Vorld Wctr II, serious consideration was given to several methods

for expanding the number of progroulling choices. Those included

use of ultra-high frequency channels to supplement those avail-

able in the VHF band; the creation of noncommercial stations

supported by charitable and public funds; attempts under the

federal licensing power to require "balanced" program sche-

dules; and projects for "pay-television," whereby viewors pay

for individual programs, thereby competing with advertisers

for the right to choose them. To date, none of thee,e has

succeeded in substantially diversifying the content of televi-

sion programming, either because of technical and economic

difficulties, or because of lack of political or financial

support.

The FCC recognized the limitations of the VHF binc1 as

call)/ as 1945. Its basic solution was to encourage the
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the number of homes capable of recelw.ng UHF signals has risen

toa_ 1 most one-Wf of all. the television homes in the conntry,

'Full sot penetration is foreseeable in the 1970's. MeanAi.le,

even in the pajor markets Iv-my non-noLork-affiliated COMMOY-

cin3 IMF Stations are still operating nt a lof,s.

The outlook has brightened in recent years for educa-

tional (more accurately, non-comprcial or public) televsiocl,

for which the Commission has reserved a substantial pm-tion

of the Mil' frequencies allocated to television. Prcqr,res has

been lande especially in states where strong suppo]t beca

provided by the state goverml.ent, often through the sLate uni-

versity. Jong dependent on voluntary contributions, non-cc, (

cial broadcasters became entitled to fedora] assistzinc:, in

equipment as a result of tLI, passage of the Educational Tele-

vision Facilities Act in 1962, and to federal assistance in

meeting their progrculling expenses as a result of the passrgo

of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967. However, a concrete

plan and level of financing under the Public Broadcasting f

has not yet been implemented. If this is done -- and we

strongly recommend so .,•• the Corporation for Public BroadoaF.t-

ing could bccome a vitally constructive factor, helping to iiac

part of the need for more variety, and a more resourceful

localism.
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C. The Develoi5ment of Cnble Television Ilris 11c.en Slowed
by the Imposi.tioii. of Restrictive R:tles

While policy-makers tried to nurture the growth of UHF

broadcasting, a smn11 group of entrepreneurs introduced a new

technology, the coaxial cable, as an alternative to the air-

waves for distributing television signals to individual homes.

The first CATV ("community antenna television") operators were

located in smali communities suffering from poor reception doe

to topographical conditions or remoteness from brodcasting

stations. T,5pleally,thcl CATV operator erected a tall master

iintenna at a favorable location and delivered the by

cable to his subscribers. This mode of operation extended the

reach of existing broaden.lting stations, and was welco,u,d by '

most of them. But in the .1960's some CATV operators discovered

that they could market their service even in communities with

good reception by situating their master antenna .(or utilizing

microwave relay) to capture the signals of distant stations,

thereby'ofCering subscribers a greater choice of programs than

was available from the local stations. This constituted a

threat to the local station, at least to the marginal UHF, and

led thc, Commission to ree.Namino its earlier conclusion that it

would not assert jurisdiction to regulate cable television

systems.
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In 7965 and 1966, the Comoission imposed three restric-

tions on cable systems on c tcmporc,ry b-tsjs until its policy

implications could be appraised. First, each CATV vas required

upon request to carry the signals of all stations operating in

its own area of coverage. Second, C.ftV's were required upon

gramming of any Joc,-, 1 stationrequest not to duplicate the pro

on the same day a given show was aired on the local station.

Third, except by waiver of the rule by tiK. Commission 5n special

cases, cable systems in the top 100 ma-ckets Well reach some

89 percent of the nation's television homes) were forbidden

to import signals from distant- stations into their prime recep-

tion aiea. This restriction deprived cable operators of an

important selling point in some major mal.kets. The FCC is now

considering the possibility of extending the ban on distont

signal importation for an indefinite period, on the theory

that 1,1111F growth requires shelter from distantsignal competi -

Lion for at least the next 5 years.

The major theme that emerges from this brief historical

survey is the continuing effort of the FCC to develop on ade-

quate multj-channel capability without abandoning its tradi-

tional - goal of promoting the growth of local over-the-air sta-

tions. In pursuit of this important policy the FCC has some-

times found it necessary to impose restrictions on a rival

mode.
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THE It'.aYLTSTRY I S FULL POTENTIAL FOR DIVI:A.ZSITY AND
LOCALISM IS UNI,I;;ELY TO BE ACIIIEVED SOON,
EXISTING ECONOMIC COSTI.A1NTS AND REGUIATOMr POLICIES

A. The Numbr and Type of Pror4ram Cboices Available
to the Viewer is Severely Limited

Given the limited capacity of Che VHF band and the

pace of UHF development, it is not surprising that the

number of television signals available to most viewers is

relatively small. Only about 42 percent of the couaLry's

television families live in or near markets served by four

Q r more stations, and another 33 percent throe. These

choices are, for the most part, choices among the three

major networks. Most network stations do relatively little

independent programming, and even the independents devote

much of their time to network reruns. The educational

stations provide some diversity, but they have been hal.idered

by financial problems. As a result many educational stations

are not able to provide a full schedule of programs, and

many channels allocated to this service remain unused.

B. The Limitations of the Present System Reflect
•••

the High Costs and Limited Revenue Potential of
Free Over- thc-Air Television Service_

Present-day limitations of the medium are not the

result of perverse forces; they reflect the basic economics
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of the present system, of broadcasting. Contrary to widespread

impressiaa, scarcity of spectrum space is not the only, nor

the most immediate obstacle to d;versity. Spectrum limitaCions

do set. limits -- and quite stringent limits to the number

of channels open to TV prograwners. But fully half the UHF

channels, both commercial and non-commercial, which have '

been allocated to television remain unused for lack of

applicants.

Thus, the most immedinte barrier to prospective

operators is not spectrum space, but- money -- a reasonably

attractive prospect of earnings in relation to prospective

costs. Establishing a broadcasting station is an expensive

undertaking. Before there is a single viewer or advertiser,

a substantial outlay is involved -- legal and related c;:-

penses to obtain a license, a transmitter, studio equipment, and

other facilities. In a reasonably sized market, the minimum

total cpst of new entry is roughly $500,000. Seeking sources

of revenue to maCch these costs, the new entrant faces a

number of handicaps. Typically he is unable to secure net-

work affiliation, because the networks already have a full

complement of affiliates in his area. And lack of network

110 affiliation denics him a major source of station revenue and
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progli.ng. Typically 20-25 percent of the revenue of nclt-

work nffilites is in the foria of payments from.thc, nctwork

for carrying network programs; much of the stati_ons' national

spot and local revenue would disappear without the audience

base brought in by network affiliation.

Moreover, programming costs arc already quite high,

and are rising at z, rate of about 8 percent a year - a

reflection of general inflation, development of superior but

costly nev, equipifient, and a shortage of human talent.

The cost associated with an over-the-air television

system has taken its toll of non-commercial as well as of

commercial television. Some 162 non-commercial stations arc.

now on the air, but many are not able to provide. a full

schedule of programs. To be sure, public television is not

in competition for the advertiser's dollar; but govern-

mental funds and private gifts have thus far proved an

inadequate substitute. The first one-half milliol dollars a

non-commercial station can raise must go to erecting a tower,

installing a transmitter, and covering other start-up ex-

penses. The first $1,000 per week it can raise in current funds

may be required simply to maintain the equipment and transmit the

test-pattern signal. The Carnegie Covaission Report has es-

timated that $2l3 million would be required in the long run to
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defray the annual expenses of an adequLte over-the-air

educatio,n1 television system. Obviously, thcre can be

no assurance under present circumstances that support will

be forthcoming at the required level.

The same cost and revenue factors that deter estab-

lishment of additional commercial stations constrain the

opportunities for diversity which existing stations are able

to provide. Non-network stations, to which one would

naturally look for greater diversity, cannot usually afford

.to forego the largest advertising revenues that they can

111 obtain. Thus, they cannot easily accommodate the impecunious

would-be user -- perhaps a neighborhood group or a local

political candidate that cannot pay its own way -- in

competition with advertising clients. Access by users

catering to limited viewing groups is further constrainod

by the prevalent impression in the industry that viewers

tend to stay tuned to a particular channel, which moans

that if a viewer switches from the channel to avoid a pro-

gram which does not appeal to hjm he L1 1)2 lost: to the channel

for the next program, if not for the rest of the evening.

This uncertainty tends to inhibit the station owner from offering

programming which does not attract the largest possiblr, audience

at each time slot, even if the sponsor of a program of more limIT.te,

appeal is willing to pay the station's usual rates.
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IV. LETTER USE OF OVER-THE-AIR CHANNELS AND ESPECIALLY
DEViMOPMENT OF CABLE TELEVISION SHO PO Ii

IN CONTRIBUTING TO OUR COALS OF DIVERSITY AND
LOCALISM

Two possible avenues of improvement merit explora-

tion: exploiting more fully the presently allocated over-

the-air channels; and expanding the number of channels

available to the viewer.

A. Room Wsts for Improving Perfe-manco Within
the Eszistiw, Pattern of Allocations

1. Under prer'^nt circumstances the future of

non-comm2rcial Miff brondcastin- depends larrfely on th- level

of •p ublic and private support, while thnt of commercial UIT

will remain debatable until a fourth network is developd,

or until low-cost sources of pror.framin can be develo!, 7.,d._

Most UHF stations, commercial and non-commercial alike, arc not

broadcasting a full day's programming, although the additiooal

cost of keeping a station's transmitter in operation a full

18 hours a day is small. The fortunes of coullercial UHF

broadcasting will undoubtedly improve as the technical problems

that have plagued UHF are overcome. But the basic que:;tions

relate to the dec,ree to which technical improvements will

enhance the economics of UHF brondeastin and the extent to

diversity and localism in programming will .thereby be prol,(-)tcd.
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Three techniCal factors are emroonly cited as road-

blocks to UHF piosperity ond expPnded public service.

Foremost among these is poor pctrati01i -- the fact: that

only about half of the nation's television sets are able to

receive UHF signals. With some 10 million sets being pro-

duced each year, this disability should be ove1comc2. by the

early 1970's.

The second barrier to first-rate UHF performance is

signal strength. This situation principally reflects the

reluctance of individual UIF licensees to invest in adequLie

antenna towers and high-powered transmitters. Though UhF

applicants for both new licenses and modification of existing

ones have tended to exhibit increasing interest in impvoving

their signal, most UHF stations operate with substantially less

power than is required for good coverage. In many cases, the

amount of money required to generate a significantly stronger

signal is quite small in relation to the amount the operator

has already expended on existing facilities. Needless to say,

failure to make such an Investment on the part. of a broad

_segment of the UHF industry is a measure of the entrepreneurs'

cautious estimate of UHF prospects. Therefore, UHF signals can

be expected to improve when licensees see other evidence that U;11

genctrally 15 bc,coming or can become more prosperous enterprise.



The third technical p.,-obl(pl.for UHF broadccsters is the

UHF tuner, .:'h5. ch at present does not providc the vic\ler with

a convenient "click" when it reaches the correct spot on the

dial. More convenient tuning may be a subject of a forth-

coming FCC rule but in any case it will be yerrs before all

or most to sets hive a U1117 tuner comprIrable to that:

of VHF.

The second level of concern in our nssesspent of the

future of UHF is the potential impact that technical 5 mprove-

1'tents, whcitevcr their pace nnd will have on the

industry and its product. It doe not appear likely th,-, t

striking changes can be expected over the next: few years in

the performance of commercial UHF. Although the inclepend-

ents' share of the audience is slowly rising, the throe net-

works are likely to retain their strong competitive appeal.

Under these circumstances, the cost of putting a UHF channel

in operation will in all likelihood continue to make indepencic_i_

UflF a rather difficult economic venture.

The prospects for Ufl17 are thus linked to the question

of whether and when a fourth network might come into being.

Using the top 100 TV markets (which cover about (i07, of the
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nation's TV homes as a guide, a fouvth station is now on

the air in 1;0 of these markets, which account for about

57% of the nation's TV homes. (VHF stations provide the

fourth outlet in 17 of these markets and UHF stations in

In addition, a fourth UHF outlet has been authorized

(although not yet operating) in about 30 more of the top

markets. This suggests that o fourth network, equivalent

in size and approach to the existing networks (which have

almost complete access to all of the TV homes in the top 100

mark(As) is problematical within the next few years. Never-

theless, it is conceivable that a new kind of network could

start within that time, offering programming different from

that of the existing three networks, and contributing sub-

stantially to the achievement of our national goals for

broadcasting.

Prospects for a non-commercial network, which could

help substantially to strengthen the diversity of program

* / Two factors reduce the above coverage figure somewhat as
applied to a fourth network. First, UHF market penetration
is of course still limited by the number of TV ho:-acs without
all-channel sets and second, the low power now utilized by
some UHF stations may also limit reception. The set
factor should be virtually eliminated by the. early or mid-
70's and there are recent indications that UHF licensees
are moving toward higher power to achieve a bet-ter com-
petitive status in their markets.
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offerings, depend ou the kind of direct or indirect aid which

Congress, state and local governments , and private foundations

are willing to provide to non-cominercial broadcast stations.

We can expect improved prospects for non-commercial UHF with

the principle of federal programming support now established

by the passage of the Public Broadcasting Act, and with

negotiations under way to implement section 396 (h) of the

Communications Act of 1934, authorizing free or reduced rate

interconnection services for non-ccualorcial televisicn and

radio.

It it: unlikely, however, that these remedies alone

will altur the existing pattern. Even if expanded financial

support were forthcoming and non-commercial UHF stations

encouraged to under Lake a new range of roles, their future would

face limits. For the spectrum space for standard-poer UHF

stations all to non-commercinl broadcasters is insufficient

for more than a single signal in most areas, and no single

channel could meet a major city's full range of specialized

television needs. For this reason, non-commercial imp,

desirable and promising though it is, is unlikely to constitute

a sufficient solution.
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2. Governmnt control of prociramminR content is

not a desirable path to vreter diversity and localism.

Direct government controls arc not feasible or appealing

in satisfying our goals. Although expressly forbidden to

exercise censorship or specific program controls, the FCC has

some power ov‘r programming practices by virtue of its broad

authority over licensing and renewals. However, the Com-

mission lacks the resources for extensive monitoring of

licensees' programming, or even for individualized treatmnt

of renew:11 applications. It is difficult to devise pa:actical

standards in so nebulous an area, and it is difficult: to expect

licensees to act contrary to what_ they regard as their economic

interests,

Thts is not to say that no progress at all is possible

in this arca. For example, the developinent of citizens'

viewer associations to facilitate communications with net-

works, individual stations, and government agencies, seems to

us a salutary development.

3. Governmental promotion of new alicains of
•••••-•." pp••••-•• • •• to 

television is a necessary but not a sufficient condition
11••••••• ••

“

Certainly not all the barriers to fuller utilization

5 of the television medium are economic or technical. Many
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of the government mission-support programs alluded to earlier

would be feasible today, since their programming costs arc

low and since the marginal cost of at least some television

time on many ups stations is also quite low. What has been

lacking thus far has been an adequate link between the

mission agency and the broadcaster -- an "honest broker"

who who 5s familiar both with the agency's 1-1(ds and the modium's

costs and capabilities, and who. can thus bridge the gap between

conception and implementation of imaginative new uses of

*television in support: of public purposes.

We are hopeful t1 - t the Executive Branch and the Publft

Broadcasting Corporation will fill this gap; specific sug-

gestions are sot forth in a later section. But such steps

cannot be the complete answer. Many of the most important

potential uses of television require an expanded multi-

channel capability.

. Over-the-air _pay Lelevi s ion seems unl ikely to

reach substantial proportions. Pay television may provide

a base for increased diversity, since it would enable viewers

to compete with advertisers directly for television time and

would also provide a source of revenue, in addition to
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advertising, to defray the high costs of progrniliming. But

the limited experiments thaL the Collii_ssiol) has authorized

with over-the-air pay TV have been disapp()IntLng, as viewers

have not been attracted in large numbers. Some observers

conclude that viewers ore more willing to pay a small fee

for a cable connection, which can be used at will, than for

a specific program or performance as such. An additional

handicap is the substantial cost of metering and signol

scrnmlAing and unscrambling required to confine reception

to subscribers.

Although a multi-city pay television network, with a

much larger subscriber base, might pow, more econo.ilically

attractive, an FCC proposal for just such a broadened test

has been tabled in the face of congressional opposition.

Such opposition reflects widespread concern that an over-the-

air pay television network, if sufficiently extensive, could

bid away programming from "free" TV, forcing viewers to

pay for programming thnt, it is argued, they now see for

nothing. Whatever its merits, this view is tenacious and

.widely held:

-Moreover, even if opposition to pay television waned, and

over-- the-air service proved commercially.successful, the limi-

tations of spectrum scarcity would foreclose an epanded
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multi-channel c• -tpability rcqufred to give society the freedora

to meet cal the diverse need:; television is capable of serviL„

.r J 1J • Dictribution OJ proorc,rns by sz,,tellli.Le" • , A _

constitutes a promisirm, but limite.d.x develont. As

discussed in Chapter Five, the most attractive near-term

possibility for a domestic satellite system is a method for

the distribution of television programs from point of origi-

nation to local outlet for ebroadcast at a lower cost than

is the case for terrestrial distribution. By itself this

would not increase the number of channels available to the

• home. Although a reduction in the cost of distribution

might well speed up the fol-nation of a fou.cth. major network,

or new kinds of part: time or regional networks this is far

from ce):tain. The cost of television distribution is smnll

relative to the cost of programming, and is not the most

serious obstacle to a new network. More tangibly, perhaps

satellite distribution would promote diversity by virtue

of the pledge of Comsat and other proponents to dedicate two

channels to the distribution of educational television

programs without charge.

In short, more intensive use of existing channel alloca-

tions, while promising and worth pursuing, does not obviate

the need to explore metilods of achieving an expanded piulLi-

channel capability,
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B. Althouoh a Numbvr of 11.-thod9 Cvn imorrined
for 171.--oand4flo. th Pumher of Ovircielc. the

1.-

Most Promising is Cable Television

1. The cost nnd disr_uptive effects of dLreet

satellite-to-hoxe broadcastinp- make it unpromising at

least in the near tô.rm. In contYast to the "distribu-

tion" satellite application noted above, the popular press

has recently focused considerable attention on the possi-

bility of using a satellite to broadcast directly to home

rooftop antennas. this means it is postulated that ad-

. ditional television programming could be distributed over

410 the nir, providing greater diversity and a capability to

reach a variety of audiences too small to support conven-

tional local broadcasting stations.

However, direct satellite-to-home broadcasting faces

serious obstacles. To receive even a single television

channel directly from a satellite, the individual home-owner

would need to purchase a special antenna and converter,

whose cost -- with projected technological advances and

mass production economies -- seems unlikely to be much

below $100. If a 6-12 channel system were desired, the

cost of home antenna and converter would likely exceed

$l00 -- though by what amount is not clear. In any case,
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coverage of tens of millions or homes N;ould cost billions

of dollars. Th(:. satellite required to provide such a

multi-channel direct broadcast ,c-:1.7vice particularly

should individual time zone coverage 1)0 desired to eon form

with consum2r viewing habits -- would cost far more than

the relatively simple "distribution" satellite. Moreover,

its weight might well exceed any foreseeable launch capa-

bility short of the Satuin booster, which is like]) to be

inordinately c)ensive.

In short, at least over the next decade, dilcct-to-

home satellite broadcasting does not appear attrcietive in

comparison with cable or over- the -air broadcast teehniqw.s,

in combination with distribution satellites, or with con-

ventional terrestrial distributioa services, in meeting the

particular television needs of the United States.

Quite aside from direct economic considerations, use

of nationwide direct broadcast satellites would sexiously

conflict with the goals enumerated early in this chapter.

Requiring highly centralized control over transmission and

program origination, and competing directly with local

broadcasting stations, such a system would run counter to

our clu,:!st for expanded opportunities for local expression.
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• -4 •a remote posfjbllity that many. lo:;-pored UHF stations

could cover their costs.

3. for

e-pindlno the ranoe of visual informaLion and entertain-

ment available in the home but it is inherently limited

to material that does not requixe simultaneous live viewinf,

and it does not meet the larger social need for lo....?-cost

inult-i-channel facilities for spoci_alized amli.ences. A num-.

1)01 of firms are currently developing techniques for pro-

viding the home- owner with visual information and enter-

tainment jn record form, just as phonoglwh records pro--

vide audio in Cormat ion and entertainment . Whi 1 c the vi deo

record may become a feasible way to distribute prozyz,Ang

that need not be viewed llve (such as cultural and Instruc-

tional material), cost may prove a major barrier to its

widespread use in the near future. In the near term, at

least, the cost of the player (at least $1:00 in the United

States) and the records (around $15 for one hour of black-
*.and-white or one-hal f hour of col or pro3r;tm_aing) will put

the device in the category of a lu:;ury item for high-income

.families . And widening the market by distributin the

records on a rental basis could prove difficult because of
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substantial handling and inventory costs. In any event, how-

CVCY useful in the home, the medical sehonl Or the lrborni:ory,

this devolopdient could not m.:-,ke a subsintial conicibut-ion to

the fundaw-Intal problems of connunity budding discussed

earlier. As we have stressed, these cannot be (lea It with

unless channels are available cheaply enough to be used for

fractional audiences of special interests llowever if video

record quality is sufliciuAtly high, its development might

assist cable companies and over-the-air stations in building

diversified program libraries at low cost.

411 4. Cablo television holds promise of crentin,, a

reltly ex-eanded multi-chunel capability, initially, cable

television was viewed primarily as a method of obtaining better

signal reception. Picture quality remains an impoi:lont aspect

of cable, especially since over-the-air color signals are

frequently of poorer quality than is the case of black-and-white.

More recently, cable hs been used to increaf;e the

subscriber's range of programming choices, through the

importation of distant signals. TwonLy-channel systems

are now technically feasible, at only slightly greater cost

than the twelve-channel systems now being installed. Were

11/ 
there sufficient demand, even greater channel capaelLies

could be supplied. In all areas of the country, twenty
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chrInn -ils are mo-ce than is necessary to carry eYist:in

loc.ol stations plus a selection of diFtant

Since the additional cost or utilixi_ng the remainLIT,

channels prorammin3 oriinating within the cable

systeffl itself is low, vc can ex.pect cable o;:igi.natio,s to

gro%.7. ]nd(.':(1, some cable operators nye already providini,

channels f.OF local governclent needs, shopping infolmation,

local children's programs,. the stock ticker,

foKcign movies end other purposes,

One may, of COUYSO, quc,stion whether the availability

of many channels at low cost. will alone evoke sufficient

oriinations to fill thorn. The cost of dis-

tributing the additional pro3;-ammin3 mu be slight., but

who will do fray it? More important, who will defray the

costs of the programs themselves? Are there enough ad-

vertising dollars to support twenty channc-ls, rather than

three or Four, when many attract only small audiences?

it: is important to bear in mind that advertising

revenues are not the sole source of support for a cable

ffyi,teol. Subscriber revenues themselves ztro E,uf-

fielent to cover the costs of di,51.cibuting the signal.

It is not necessary for the cable operator to sell time
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on every channel to advertisers, or even charge for the

use of every channel, in order to defray his expenses and

make a profit. On the contrary, he has a positive incen-

tive to offer a varied programming mix, including items

which would not attract a commercial sponsor, even if

that required him to shoulder a portion of the programming

costs. Many individuals may only be pc,.(snaded to sub_

scribe to the cable service if it provides programs of

particular appel which they w.ould otileivise be denied

for some, a series of local college plays or a foreign

film festi.val, for others, a continuous stock ticker;

for yet others a college-level lecture series, or a chan-

nel dedicated entirely to the problems ond talents of one

of the particular subcommunities of the city -- an ethnic,

religious, Or service group. Having an abundance of chan-

nels, the cable operator will be motivated to provide such

programming. For the costs to him of a modest studio and

simple camera equipment are moderate, while the additionnl

options may attract additional subscribers to the cable.

Talent and other programming costs ought to be quite

moderate for the type of community programming we have in

mind.
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Another aspect of cable television is its com-

mercial feasibility. SubsuIntial numbers of individm:-Js

have been willing to incur the expense (typically $5 per

month) of cable service. ln the absence of restrictive

government policy, cable television will probably con-

tinue to gl:ov7 rapidly. Those wrning to pay will be

able to enjoy the benefits, in terms of greatcr variety

and diversity of programming, with governmental

assistance, promotion or oLlicr intervention.
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THE FUTURE 0g, TELEVISION

A. Alti.).ouh_Fur.ther D'..-!vel_opipe.nt.of Cable
TelcVisio-n --
Compl(Aelv Unrestricted Growth Could•
be Detrimc-!ntal to Those Who Depend
on Over-the-Air Service

Cable television can bring viewers in a given community

new programs from two sources -- signals imported from distant

stations, and orii_nal ma tonal specially produced For dis-

tribution on the cable system. As ment-ioned earlier,

importatioo of distant signals has been forbidden in the top

100 markets. In a recent ruling, Midwest Television the) -

Commission initiated restrictions on the freedom of cable

Systems to originate prorams as well. The decision allowed

origination by the San Diego systems involved in the case,

but barred the use of commercials to help finance original

programs. These restrictions are avowedly temporary, but the

FCC is now considering whether to extend them indefinitely.

For the concern is that an unregulated growth of cable tele-

vision in the major markets could destroy or weaken the

existing pattern of over-the-air broadcasting, which the

individual enjoys without paying a subscription fee.

Were the only injury in prospect financial Joss to

the owners of UHF staLion, one could say that such injury
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is a normal ccs t: of compeLition and technicdl proL;J:ess. 1;ut

the inierests of those staLions' viewrs need also bo taken

into account. It is true, of course, that they can subscribe

to the cable, but this is subject to the conditions that they

have the resources, and that it is available. While

advertiser-supported over-the-air television ultimately

imposes the costs of broadcast operations upon all users of

the advertised products, the cable user is taxed more

directly for the service he enjoys, and some may not be able

to afford the fee, in addition, a study conducted for us

by Complan Associates indicates that under existing tech-

nology the cost of wiring the entire country would be pro-

hibitive. In areas remote from population centers, cable

television will not be available, pending some technological

breakthrough. The inhabitants of such areas will remain

dependent upon whatever over-the-air television service

is available, and to the extent such service is eliminated

by cable competition, these viewers would be adversely

affected.

It is important, 'therefore, to determine the likely

impact of cable development on our oveY-the-air system.

Our studies do not indicate that there would be a serious

competitive injury to affiliates of the major national
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It is thLrefore urgent that research and ano I 73is

be undertaken to enable policy-m:tkers to fa :Alio.' a

solution carefully desincd to itinxiize society's access

to the benefits offered by both technologies. In

particular, it is necessary to define the objective:, of

regulatory policy -- to specify a realistic minimum

level of over-the-air service so that restrictions on

cable do not 0.x-coed the Jove] which the public interest

requires. Free enterprise should not be hampered by

governmental interventions in the absence of well-sub-

stantiated judments which strike an appropriate balance

between the competing social values at stake,

In developing such a policy, several aspects of

the problem merit attention:

1. The qu.est i on _of copyri_ _ 1.1. y mu

be resolved promotly. -- Under the Copyright Act as

recently interpreted by the Supreme Court, cable operators

(to an extent not yet fully clear) are immune from liability

for programs broadcast by distant: stations and carried on

their wires to subscribers. In contrast, broadcast stations

are cxpressly forbidden by the Communications Act to carry

distant signals without authorization from the originating

station.
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competitive fairness question would be an ')prC)n'iI L:e first

step in the cable televlion field, since it would provide a

firm basis for the. developmc!nt of regulatory policies dosigne.d

to gain the full benefits of cable television for the public.

2 DanEers lurk in a "tcmoorizinp- solution which.

a1 thou avowcd1 y _

permanent decision. -- Since the effect of cable competition

on Uiir is unclear at present, and since the prospects of

UHF even if shielded from such competition are hazy, one

alternative would be to continue to "hold the line" agriinst

distant signals until some future date, five or ten years

hence, to give UlIF stations a vital "breathing space" to

become established. At that time, it is argued, a more

informed judgment can be made as a basis for longer-run

policy.

But at the conclusion of such a proposed 'waiting

period, the cable threat to over-the-air stations will not

be much less than today. If anything, more stations will

have a claim to governmcvntal protection than at present.

. Whereas the present ban on distant-signal importation was
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explicitly adopted as an interimasure to give the roc

and Congress time to evaluate the situation and to davc!lop

El policy, the premise of a morc. permanent ban would be to

give UI P stations a chance to grow "strong" enough to be

able to withstand cable compel'ition. If SUC fl p0]. icy

were adopLed, unp stations could and would argue with

some equity thaL they had invested in reliance on the rule,

and should be pvotected until they wore in fact able to

withstand cable competition. Since at any, point in time

some stations on the air will be ceono,11.eLlly thargjnrl (if

not actually in the red), the prec;sun, for continued

restriction could continue indefinitely.

3, To avoid favorin,r, one modr2 totally to the ex-

clusion of the other, policy uny have to be trilored to

ensure a_propsr balance between pormittilv the growl Ii of

cable telcven and suppoftlw;an adequnte level of_ _ _ _ _

over-the-air service.

As outlined above, we seek a mix of over-the-air

and cable television in order to promote diversity of.

choices available to the widest possible television

audiences. If and to the extent. this objective will not

be achieved by unrestricted,competition among the modes,
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constitute an especi;..ily important avenue of

over col-cnunity opinion. Acquisition of a

cable system by a local broadeter thus raises questions

under traditional policies against undue control of local

media Moreover, acquisition could unduly limit the degree

of competition between cable and conventional broadcast.

The second of those dangers may be adequately covered by

antitrust principles; the first clearly*is not. On the

other land, one could defend local cross-modia ovnership

on grounds that. the stronger financial base of the oiler

would contribute to more rz-pid d:!velcpment of the nrw

medium. In any case, the issue of media ownership 0.se-zves

more extended consideration by the Congress, the Deporipent

of Justice and the FCC. '

2. Nationwide pntterns of ownership should be

scrutinized for conflicts of interest or threats of media

domination. -- On a nationwide basis, the control of cable. -  .

television systems is also a source of concern. Owners of

nationally-distributed magazines, television stations, film

studios, chains of motion picture theaters, and, especially,

television networks, will likely prove to be either call-

potitors of or suppliers of program material, or both, to
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In view of these possibilities,

both the FCC and the D,:-Tartment of justice, as well as the

Congress, should scrutinize developing patterns of owner-

ship in the cable industry with an eye for conflicts of

interest or threats of media domination.

The particular problem of multiple ownership of cable

systems may call for especially intensive review by the

FCC and., perhaps, for corrective action in the immediate

future. With respect to AM and FM radio and television

outlets, the FCC restricts ownership by any single entity

to seven outlets in each. category on a nationwide basis.

Similar restrictions may be warranted on cable outlets.

3. Problems of access to cable television systovs

merit _.2L

local 

study by Conoress, the Commission) and

local franchising authorities. -- Regardless of who controls_

a given cable television system, much of its value to its.

commaty and to the nation will depend on its being available

to users on as broad and equal a basis as possible. Cable

TV systems may involve so many channels that common carrier

.type regulation may be found necessary, at least with

respect to a certain minimum nurdber of channels.
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Were comooll carrier status to emerge, allocation of

authority between local pnd fedcral agencies would be

necessary and a tangle of difficult issues would bc' involvc.d.

The principal one would bo whether to impose a comprehensiv(

pattern of federal public-utility regulation on cable

television. The high cost of duplicating cable facilities

gives the service the attributes of a natural monopoly.

In the more distant future, if cable diplaces much over-

the-air service, cable owners would enjoy significant

monopoly power over television service. As yet, however,

significant monopoly poer is not discernible,

Moreover, the burden of reguating thousands of

cable systems would he immense; ideally, st6te and local

authorities should assume the burden of regulating cable

systems, which are predominantly local in character. But

local authorities have thus far been cautious in assorting

appropriate controls. We recommend, at a minimum, the

creation of a central clearinghouse (perhaps undo]; the

auspices of the National Association of Regulatory and

Utility Commissioners) for the discussion and dissemination

of information which will enable the local franchising

authorities to understand the breadth of their powers in
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terms of rate regulation, channclrvations, recluirc:ats

for local program:Ang and othc,r franchise. cor:ditioils, The

recent report of the Eew York City Tak Force on CATV

provides an excellent exo.hIpl. of how local authorities

might proceed in. order to fulfill thcj.r public interest

responsibilities in dealing with cable systems.

The issue of the responsibility of the cable owner

is a growing one. If cable expansion is permitted in

keeping with its appeal in the marketplace, we are on the

threshold of a new era in broadcasting; while there is much

the Cull:alssion and the Executive Branch can do to assure .

a smooth transition to new mods of broadcasting and

television service, it is imperative that the natue and

extent of regulation of cable systems be explored and

decided. It is not too soon for Congress to address these

questions comprehensively.

VI. THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH AND THE CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC
BROADCASTING HAVE IMPORTANT ROLES TO PLAY •

A. Executive Branch Agencies Should Participate_ . . . .

More Actively in FCC Proceedinc,s. -- As we have seen,

broadcasting offers significant potential as a support

to a variety of governmental missions such as health,

•
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education, improvement of race relations and elimin1Llo.1

of unemploymrnt. Its value in this regard depends )flir,cly

on the conduct of FCC licensees, who provide broddrz,sung

service. The agencies responsible for missions of the

sort listed above have a legitimate interest, therefore,

in the conduct and programming practices of brondcast

licensees and in proceedings for the grant and reneal

of licenses. Under such circumstances the agencies

should make their views known to the Commission by

aPPropriate submissions. We have discovered that in

general the agencies arc unawnre of this OpportunIfty to

advance their objectives, and we urge their more cc Live

participation in relevant rulemaking and licensilv,

proceedings before the Commission.

B. The Government Should Stimulate And Support
oL...y....-9.g.i.3.1_111§1_ Eu I ore The ityOf

Television To Further Imnortant Public Purposes.

In an earlier section we listed some promising

applications of the medium in support of public policy

ends. A natural first question is why such programs have

not already been tried. The principal answer is that the

government has never conducted the kind of comprehensive
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experimental efforts necessary to test new applictio])s

Of the w.dium.

In the prep,nration of this Report, we sponsored

research studies exploring new uses in this area, and odr

own staff devoted some time to the problem. We summarize

the findings of these studies, and commend th,z.n as the

basis for serious consideration of experiments of this

kind.

1. A pilot communications project for South

Central Los Anff_les is.an i]lustrntive example -- South

Central Los Angeles (which includes Vatts) is a sprawling

Negro "ghetto", inhabited by more than 300,000 individoals,

and afflicted by the classic symptoms of urban poverty and

decay -- high unemployment, half the mothers welfare

recipients, a high student drop-out rate, lack of adequate

public transportation, etc.•

to study the feasibility and

an

We asked the RAND Corporation

merits of experimenting with

expanded use of television to meet some of the urgent

needs of the area's residents. On the basis of RAND's

.study and cur own analysis, we believe that such a program

is well worth undertaking. One of the most attractive

technical configurations is a four-channel, 1ow-power
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UHF system; with transmitting facilities and four equipped.

studios it would entail an initial investment of about

S./50,000. The RAND investigators concluded that the

establishment of such a station would not involve

material dislocation of existing television stations or

service. Although today some 60 percent of the area

residents lack receivers having an all-channel

that figure is expected to fall to 40 or 50 percent by the

time a pilot project could actually become operationnl.

Even at 50 percent penetration, such a system would reach

more than T),000 households.

The channels in the system voald be devoted to jot

information and training; to both in-school and c't-hoe

instruction tailored to the special needs of ghetto children;

to the presentation of programs created by and for the local

community; to public health; adult education; literacy train-

ing and other purposes. These needs are not currently being

met by the television stations in Los Angeles; their

programming (with the exception of a Mexican-American

station) is not directed to the special needs of disadvantaged

'minority groups.

•
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inc.truction, in conductinl; coui:so5.; in Indian culiucL and

history, and in disseminating inCormat-7on c one em inc, the

Navajo political process,

In both the illustrative e;,rtmples of Los Angeles and

the Navajo reservation, we emphasize ti-int: basic responsi-

bility would reside in the communities or groups involved

to define their needs, to make decisions about the most

suitable kinds of pro :miming to meet these needs, and to

operate the system. Tho role of the Federal governmnt

would be confined largely to appropriate financial mipport

nnd technical assistanco,

3. Implcmentatiovi of such pilot propyomq reuuTrec'_

cp_1(1.

the as sumpti on of a new#203-01C` by the Couorati on for Pub] c_ • • • •-•.• ...•• • .. • 
•

Pilot projects of the kind we have discussed cut ac.ross

the responsibilities of several mission-oriented agencies --

MD, KEW, Labor, interior. No one of these agencies is ideally

situated to assume overall responsibility for the projects

(although we hope this factor will not unduly delay the under-

taking of the projects). None has or is ideally situated to
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acquire, the necessary technical expertise. Proupt and

efficient twndling of such projects would be greatly

facilitated by the creation wit:lin the Executive Branch

of a central source of technical and systems advice and

assistance in tclecoalmunientions.

However significantly such capability could be

expected to assist iu coordinating the needs of the

mission-oriented agencies and reltin them to available

equipm:nt options, we do not envision it as expert in

progratiolling. Nevertheless, the pilot projects will require

111 highly imaginaIJ ive and innovative programming of a kind

not likely to be available in the colomercial sector. It

is here, we be that the Public hro,idcasting Coaporation

could play a significant role. In addition to its broader

responsibilities relating to the promotion of public

television, the Corporation is a logical source to which

the federal government could turn for assistance in develop-

ing suitable programming to advance public needs.

The need and opportunities for service by the Corporation

,for Public Broadcasting will be greatly expanded, if cable

television development multiplies the number of channels.

The potential for experiment with various forms of
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non-commerciLl prografflmin3 will 1nc2rLiase proportionately,

and an iwportant: opportuo'Lty will be \a ted if the Corpoca-

tion for Public Dror,dcasL-ing is unable to take advantge of these

developing possibilities. More important still are the

governmental uses, on both the federal and local level,

which will be made possible with an expanded multi-channel

capability. Many local governments especially vill be in

need of advice as vc11 as more active forms of aid in

determining ho a to make use of the one or more channels

which vill likely be reserved fol- thorn by cable operators.

Conversely, potential producers and packazcT11 of program

material useful to governments will be desirous of

gaining quick and informed understanding of the NmyE; in \ilich

they can be most effective in seeking to servo city and state,

as well as federal, interests. Dere again, the Corpora Lion

for Public Broadcasting can perform a vital role. '




